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A. Call to Order 

Ken Williams:  Good morning.  Wow, I can feel your energy all the way up here.  This is 

exciting.  For the benefit of the record, this regular meeting of the Orange County Board of 

Education is called to order.  If we can all rise as I introduce Reverend Mark Whitlock from 

Christ Our Redeemer Church for our invocation, followed by our Pledge of Allegiance.  Pastor. 

B.1 Invocation 

Mark Whitlock: Thank you so much Dr. Williams, Dr. Mijares, as well as our wonderful friend 

Nina Boyd for this opportunity to pray.  Let us pray.  God of our weary years, God of our many 

tears, we come today not sadness but with gladness.  The celebration of educators who have 

demonstrated excellence in every field of human endeavor.  We select six.  But there are so 

many more that we must celebrate.  The administrator, the teacher, the assistant.  The parents, 

the advocates, indeed every student in Orange County.  Thank you God for being the wind 

beneath our wings.  Thank you for the members of this wonder body that celebrate achievement.  

God, the people in this room, they all look as if they have taken a drink from the fountain of 

youth.  They look less than thirty years of age.  They are in perfect shape.  They love one 

another.  They smile with one another.  Now God, let us celebrate what we have in common not 

in contrast because we all want the best in life.  That’s our pray.  That’s our celebration.  That’s 

our moment of gladness.  Now for those who believe you look less than thirty, come on put your 

hands together and celebrate this day.  Let’s give it a handclap of pray.   

B.2 Pledge of Allegiance 

Ken Williams: And I’d like to introduce my esteemed colleague Dr. Jack Bedell who will lead us 

in the pledge of allegiance. 

Jack Bedell: Please join us as we salute the flag of our country, ready…begin. 

All: I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America, and to the Republic for 

which it stands, one Nation, under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all. 

C.       Roll Call 

Ken Williams: After I admit that my hair is falling out and I’m getting all the wrinkles and the 

loss of facial volume and sometimes I feel like I’m under thirty but a lot of times it’s over fifty.  

So thank you for your encouragement and your words of wisdom and peace that you bring to this 

collection of wonderful human beings here today.  At this time we do have roll call Penny. 

Penny Dunseth: Trustee Boyd. 



David Boyd: Here 

Penny Dunseth: Trustee Hammond. 

Robert Hammond: Here 

Penny Dunseth: Trustee Williams. 

Ken Williams: Present 

Penny Dunseth: Trustee Bedell. 

Jack Bedell: Here 

Penny Dunseth: Trustee Lindholm. 

Linda Lindholm: Here 

Ken Williams: Very good.  

D. Introductions 

Ken Williams: Introductions, Miss Boyd. 

Nina Boyd: We have one this morning.  Brian Donnelly.  Brian Donnelly is the Executive 

Director of Orange County Pathways, Instructional Services Division, and has worked for OCDE 

since September of 2014.  Brian was born in New York City, he is married with a son and 

daughter both in college and has two dogs and three cats that think they are dogs.  Brian received 

his bachelor’s degree from Marist College in New York.  He received his teaching credential 

from Industrial Technology, Trenton State College in New Jersey, and after teaching high school 

shop for two years, Brian earned a master’s degree in Industrial Design from the Rhode Island 

School of Design.  He moved west and began teaching and conducting research with the 

Industrial Design program at UCLA.  Brian spent five years at UCLA before entering private 

industry and working in the Silicon Valley.  Brian returned to education, taking a position with 

the Davis Joint Unified School District, where he served as the Career Technical Education 

Program Coordinator and Middle School Engineering instructor.  In 2010 he earned a Doctorate 

in Educational Leadership from UC Davis with an emphasis on educational technology.  He 

continued his involvement with UC Davis as an adjunct professor in the Ph.D. program and a 

program manager in their STEM learning program.  Brian enjoys hiking and fresh water fishing.  

He loves music, building things and working in the garden and his family and pets are the center 

of his life.  He stated that he’s excited to be part of a collaborative culture here at OCDE.  That 

he’s dedicated to doing what’s right for students and families and the word that best described 

him would be, creative.  On behalf of Superintendent Dr. Al Mijares and the Orange County 

Board of Education, we welcome Brian to our OCDE family. 



(Applause) 

Jack Bedell: I’d just like to have, I’m sitting here kvelling, exuding pride over the fact that we 

are able to hire such a person, such outstanding credentials.  And I think it’s a testimony to this 

Department or what you folks in the administration do for our kids.  So thank you. 

Ken Williams: Thank you Jack.  Also, if I can recognize our fellow peers out in our audience 

today.  My good friend, Hilda Sugarman, from Fullerton and her colleague, Beverly Berryman.  

If you can just stand up and turn around and say hi.  Come on, stand up! 

Applause 

Ken Williams: And I don’t know if the President Chris Thompson or Janny Meyers is here.  Oh 

Janny, please stand up and make your presence known.  Thank you. 

Applause. 

E. Agenda 

Ken Williams: So, Chris Thompson isn’t here then.  Ok, good. Ok, very good.  Ok.  So, moving 

on with the agenda today.  We have introductions, I will need a motion and a second for formal 

adoption of our minutes for today. 

Jack Bedell: So moved. 

David Boyd: Second. 

Ken Williams: Moved and a second.  

Robert Hammond: Wait, come again.  Did you say minutes or agendas here?   

Ken Williams: The agenda. 

Robert Hammond: Alright sir. 

Ken Williams: Any further discussion questions?  All those in favor of adopting the agenda say 

aye.  

Board Members: Aye 

Ken Williams: Oppose. No voting.  Motion passes five to zero.   

F.        Minutes 

Ken Williams: If I can have a motion and a second from my colleagues for approval of the 

minutes from March 11
th

. 



Jack Bedell: So moved. 

Ken Williams: The motion is moved and a second?  I’ll second that.  Any discussion? 

Jack Bedell: Yes Mr. Chairman, on page four.  Ah, where it says Leon Leyson, the youngest 

person on Schindler’s List, there’s a book about him that is being given to students in our 

ACCESS program, it’s not going to students in Fullerton, they’re going to our ACCESS 

students.  So that’s the only thing that needs to be changed is to go to ACCESS students.   

Ken Williams: Very good. 

Jack Bedell: Thank you. 

Ken Williams: Ok, so we’ll take that as a minor correction. 

Jack Bedell: Sure. 

H. Public Comments 

Ken Williams: The Board of Education is back in order and we’re going to go if I can have the 

consent of the Board, we’re going to have public comments and then after public comments go 

with Wendy, she needs a few more minutes to complete what she has to do.  So, public 

comments, who is number one. 

Penny Dunseth: Number one is Byron Fairchild. 

Ken Williams: Mr. Fairchild, you get three minutes sir.  There’s a yellow light that gives you a 

sixty second warning and then the red light around there, you know we give lots of grace. 

Byron Fairchild: Ok, thank you very much.  Good morning President Williams, members of the 

Board, Superintendent Mijares.  I’m Byron Fairchild, Director of Alternate Education for the 

Orange County Department of Ed.  As you might recall, the OCDE LCAP that was approved last 

June included a development of a affiliated charter school.  The LCAP stated that we would 

explore the possibility of supporting targeted student populations by identifying potential 

partnerships and determining the fiscal soundness of charter school options.  There’s a growing 

population of youth who have given up on school.  These students are behind on credits, have 

dropped out of school, were aged out of available alternative education options and have been 

unable to navigate the adult school or community college system or have child care 

responsibilities that have become a barrier to completing high school and finding its sustaining 

employment.  Although the graduation rate for Orange County is approximately 7% higher than 

the state rate of 78.5%, Orange County still loses approximately 4,000 students annually.  We 

often hear these students referred to as at risk, however, given the opportunity to re-engage in an 

education environment that functions to bridge education to the workforce, these students are 

indeed at promise.  We identify these students population as out of school youth who will benefit 

from high school course work as well as job training and apprenticeship programs in partnership 



with providers funded through the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act of 2014.  After 

conducting research and reviewing student needs of potential options to fill these gaps, in 

response, OCDE proposes to establish the College and Career Preparatory Academy known as 

CCPA, a charter school designed to address the academic and college to career workforce to 

develop the needs of the students ages sixteen and above, at risk of not earning a high school 

diploma.  The CCPA focus on using Career Pathways to contextualize instruction along with a 

combination of high quality learning opportunities, a rigorous learning environment, and inter-

agency collaboration and partnership with workforce focus providers will contribute to the 

efficacy of this program.  I am providing each of you a binder containing the charter school 

petition and look forward to working together to serve this unique population of students 

throughout Orange County.  Thank you. 

Ken Williams: Thank you sir.  And um, Penny we’re going to be getting those binders later… 

Penny Dunseth: They’re in that room over there. 

Ken Williams: Very good, very good.   

(Inaudible voice) 

Ken Williams: So typically we don’t but.. 

Linda Lindholm: Oh it’s public comments. 

Ken Williams: But if you want to say something because you’re so graceful. 

Laughter 

Linda Lindholm: I just want to thank him for coming forward and having a very creative idea 

and I’m looking forward to seeing it. 

Ken Williams: Very good.  Moving on with public comments.  Penny, who is… 

Penny Dunseth: Linda Cone. 

Linda Cone: Good morning everyone.  Last month I eh, spoke to you on the Rasmussen Report 

entitled, A Smarter Balanced Mathematics Test are Fatally Flawed and Should Not Be Used.  As 

you probably know, Orange County districts are beginning the testing.  Many of them are 

beginning it this week, some next week and they’re using a test that is fatally flawed.  I really 

want to address two separate issues and the first one is actually an extension of that fatally 

flawed test because there’s a second aspect of the ASPECT testing that in my opinion is also 

fatally flawed and that’s the grading of the open ended responses and this is particularly true in 

the area of English Language Arts.  We need 6,000 graders to evaluate these open-ended 

responses.  About 3,700 have signed up at latest report and less than one percent of these people 

are actually credentialed teachers.  Now, I’ve had experience in grading on a rubric grade and 



about 20 years when I was teaching at my own location, at Sonora High School, and also at the 

district office.  It is a very challenging.  It is a very demanding process and the idea that less than 

one percent of our graders are not credentialed teachers to me is appalling.  Ironically, I was paid 

more than they are going to be paid.  $13.00 is the charge but I just looked at a document from 

one of my friends.  Craigs List has now posted a request for graders, they’re going to pay them 

$11.00.  Ten years ago I was paid almost double that for rubric grading.  So basically where we 

stand on this issue is we’ve got a fatally flawed test.  We have a fatally grading system.  And it’s 

only costing us a billion dollars a year to administer this fatally flawed exercise.  Second issue is 

a completely different one.  You constantly hear the question, if Common Core is so bad why 

aren’t we hearing from teachers?  Why aren’t more teachers speaking up?  We’ve been alleging 

that they are afraid to.  But I got conformation about four days ago that the real answer is that the 

teacher’s freedom to speak is limited by state law.  And here’s the California Ed. Code, 44932.  

And that Ed Code is used in conjunction with school board policies and something called the 

Morrison Factor, which is a landmark California case about what really constitutes 

unprofessional conduct.  A teacher who I cannot and will not identify and who works closely 

with this issue, explains the process.  He says, “a school board could create a policy that states 

teachers are to support state adopted standards and all associated assessments.”  Now when a 

teacher presents an argument against the appropriateness of third grade reading standards as 

developmentally inappropriate, this may be interpreted as a violation of their professional duty 

and present grounds for dismissal.  This is why you’re not hearing from teachers. 

Ken Williams: Thank you, Miss Cone.  Next we have Jeromy Tran, is that…a Penny? 

Penny Dunseth: Yes, Jeromy Tran. 

Ken Williams: And you are from Supervisor Michelle Steel? 

Jeromy Tran: Yes sir.  Chairman and member of the Boards, on behalf of Supervisor Michelle 

Steel and the Vietnamese Community, thank you for having me here today.  I am here to support 

the 40th anniversary of the Vietnamese Community in the United States.  And I have a few 

things here to support the resolution. Ladies and gentlemen, in April 30, 1975, the North 

Vietnamese Communist Army forces captured the South Vietnamese capitol of Saigon,   

effectively bringing an end to decades of warfare that had divided the nation.  The American 

people witnessed the enormous and sometime very chaotic evacuation of American personnel 

and thousands of their Vietnamese allies as the American brave servicemen and women strove to 

save civilian lives in advance of the North Vietnamese Army.  And for that, the Vietnamese ally 

of the United States, the Communist takeover was followed by years of harsh regression and 

violence that led to many to seek refuge in the U.S., and myself among those refugees.  The 

Vietnamese Community worldwide defines its origin in these events.  The South Vietnamese 

people were very not the first refuge population to be welcomed to Orange County. And 

certainly they have not been the last.  The people of the Orange County have been generously 

been neighbors to those in need from around the world.  As a result of this generosity, the 



members of the Vietnamese Community have contributed greatly to the strength of the 

community, therefore, I am asking the Board to vote in favor of this resolution.  Thank you. 

Ken Williams: Thank you Mr. Tran.  Penny. 

Penny Dunseth: Lorrie Kaylor. 

Lorrie Kaylor: Honorable Trustees and Superintendent Mijares, I want to thank you all again for 

the special public hearings that we had October 20
th

 and November 17
th

.  I was disappointed 

when I recently went to the Orange County Department of Education website and saw nothing 

about these very important meetings on the home page.  Instead I found transcripts for some 

other meeting entitled, “College and Career Readiness and Success, How Orange County Can 

Lead the Nation.”  How will Orange County lead the nation?  We have given up our previous 

California State Standards which the Fordham Institute rated as superior to the Common Core 

Standards and now we will be using nationalized standards which is driving the nationalized tests 

and curriculum.  With the same standards, tests, and curriculum across the nation, we will now 

lead the country.  I like the local control goals but that sounds like an oxymoron when trying to 

implement a nationalized program.  I have gone to local board meetings in various school 

districts.  Everywhere I go, I hear the same thing.  We are different here.  Our school district, our 

country, our state is unique.  David Coleman disagrees.  Who is David Coleman?  He’s the chief 

architect of Common Core.  He made this statement, “Teachers will teach to the test.”  There is 

no force strong enough on this earth to prevent that.  There is no amount of hand waving, there’s 

no amount of saying they test to the standards, not the test.  We don’t do that here.  Whatever.”  

It is not different here.  My sister-in-law teaches in Orange County and she’s being told to get rid 

of all of her non Common Core materials she has collected over her long teaching career.  She’s 

devastated.  Meanwhile, places where Common Core and the test have been implemented longer 

are not naive and hopeful but have experience the damaging effects on students and teachers.  In 

an article entitled, “Opt-out rates soar on the first day of testing it states, “the New York State 

Education Department has repeatedly warned of consequences for districts that have more than 5 

percent of their students opt-out.”  It is now become clear that schools across the state will sail 

past that threshold.  The Rochester Teacher’s Association reported opt-out percentages of 43, 45, 

58 and 80 percent at schools in the district.  Fairport had 67 percent of its students opt-out which 

was confirmed by interim superintendent, Bill Cala. At an RTA press conference School Seven 

teacher Mia Sinclair said, “as a teacher I feel we really need to examine a system that does not 

have student’s best interest at heart.  I hope more parents do opt-out.”  RTA President Adam 

Urbanski responded Tuesday saying, “as well they should.  Teachers feel a moral obligation to 

speak up when they witness harm being done to their students.  The tests now being imposed on 

students are educational malpractice and should be objectionable to teachers, parents, and all 

others who care about students.  I applaud all parents who chose to refuse to subject their 

children to these meaningless and bad tests and commend teachers who insist their right to 

respond to inquiries from parents and students.”  Thank you. 



Ken Williams: Thank you Miss Kaylor.  Penny? 

Penny Dunseth: Jesse Cisneros. 

Jesse Cisneros: Good morning school board members and community leaders.  My name is Jesse 

Cisneros.  I’ve been working with the community and schools for over 18 years now.   I’m here 

today with my colleagues to be a wealth of resources to many families and schools throughout 

Orange County.  According to a recent survey, North Americans are facing a serious financial 

challenges.  In the U.S., 33 percent or more than 77 million Americans don’t pay their bills on 

time. And only 59 percent of adults say they have a savings.  I wonder what happened to the 

other 41 percent.  Its ironic Nobody is teaching our young people how to manage money in our 

schools. It’s ironic that we live in one of the most wealthiest counties in the U.S. and yet we have 

so many facing serious money problems.  I’m here just to bring awareness about April’s National 

Financial Literacy Month.  And I worked at a school last year and I remember a group of 

volunteers coming in and sharing about how money works.  And out of the group of parent that I 

was with I was the one taking the most notes and the things they shared really impacted my life.  

Have really applied a lot of the basic principal and now things are looking better for me 

financially so ah, thank you for your undivided attention and um a few of my other friends are 

going to share about financial literacy. 

Robert Hammond: Thank you, Jesse. 

Ken Williams: Penny, next. Thank you, sir. 

Penny Dunseth: Chris Cao. 

Chris Cao: Good afternoon school board members.  First off I want to thank you for having us 

here this afternoon and actually a special thanks to Vice President Robert Hammond who 

encouraged us to come and talk to the board members about a serious matter. You know, we talk 

about America had two rude awakenings in the last decade.  2001 where they had the big 

financial meltdown with the 9-11, and also the dot come era, and also 2008 in the real estate 

meltdown.  You know, millions and billions of dollars were lost in the last ten years of America 

and why is that?  You know I believe it’s just because we don’t have the right education.  You 

talk about technology, you talk about iPads and iPhones, all these smart phones but we know 

nothing about how money works.  And in a day of age of information it’s so, you know, 

available on something called Google, right?  But yet we know nothing about insurance.  We 

don’t know anything about even, you know, keeping our checkbook balance or even 

understanding about what a saving account is.  So um, this month April, you know, the 

Congress, you know, our Federal Government and President Obama also declared that April is a 

National Financial Literacy Month.  And then also, our local government, Governor Jerry 

Brown, encourages all Californians to take advantage of free financial resources such as 

workshops, classroom presentations, online services and educational materials to better manage 

money, credit, investment and debt.  Also learn to avoid identity theft, protect the privacy and 



avoid financial scams and frauds.  So, today I leave with the board members just some 

information that I’ve prepared from the President himself and also, you know, Governor Jerry 

Brown.  And also a little bit about our curriculum that we teach here. It’s called “Saving Your 

Future.”  You know it actually saved a lot of my agent’s future because they never really 

understood about how all this stuff worked either.  So ah, I’ve been doing this for over thirteen 

years now and I just found that even myself, every day is a learning process.  So then ah, we put 

in here “Basic Principle of Building a Financial Foundation.”  You know, I believe that ah, it’s 

time that we go back to the basics.  You know, we forget about everything, you know.  We 

always plan for birthdays, or everything else in our lives but yet we it comes down, I think the 

most, one of the most important things is money.  Right?  It’s not about, money’s not everything 

but at the end of the day I believe can solve a lot of problems for many of the families in the 

educational system and you know, money, I don’t think it should discriminate, you know.  It 

should be available for everybody.  Whether you’re five years old or whether you’re sixty or 

seventy years old.  It doesn’t matter.  Everybody needs to constantly learn about this thing 

because why?  We all need it.  And it’s important in our lives that we do understand about how 

money works vs. just learning how to spend money.  You know, about all the things that may not 

even take care of our families or our own communities.  So again, thank you board members.  I 

appreciate it and Robert, I appreciate your encouragement.  Thank you. 

Ken Williams: Thank you, sir.   

David Boyd: Can I make a brief comment? 

Ken Williams: Absolutely! 

David Boyd: I want to thank you.  Mr. Hammond and I have expressed concerns about the lack 

of financial literacy of our high school graduates ever since you came on the board.  And, if you 

can keep us apprised of your progress and your goals, perhaps at some point in time we can 

make some time and you could do a formal presentation that won’t be limited to three minutes.  

Absolutely, thank you. 

Penny Dunseth: Shawn Cao. 

Shawn Cao: Good afternoon board.  I am the older, younger looking brother.  (Laughter)  My 

name is Shawn Cao and I’ve been in this industry for about 13 years now, and I represent, I’m 

actually a Certified Financial Educator and I chose the route of becoming a CFE vs. a CFA or 

CFP because I recognized that a majority of the people that don’t have the funds necessary to 

pay someone a couple hundred dollars an hour to get guidance when the mass out there they are 

struggling.  So, just like myself, you know we’re immigrant 30 years, but I wish in the school 

system that they did have some resource where I could go to to be able to understand about 

money, how it works.  I graduated college owing $28,000 in credit card debt.  And going around 

college, I just wanted a free T-shirt, free coffee drinking because they offered credit cards to get 

free things.  And that’s what I did.  And I got myself into a ton of debt and I want to prevent 



these because a lot of our students coming out they don’t deserve to be in debt.  And we have a 

huge, huge mission that No Family Left Behind.  And education is the key.  We believe if we 

empower our students and our teachers, the basic fundamentals about money how it works.  The 

(inaudible) send me to the X curve.  Laying that foundation we’ll be able to prevent stress.  

Teachers will be able to think better.  Just everybody and all, we’re in shape.  Then it will carry 

throughout our life.  But I even have clients who are teachers.  They say hey, Shawn, I wish I 

knew this 20 years ago.  You know, my life would be different.  You know, so I recognize that 

and I say hey if we could get, start with the students, be able to educate them, that will change 

the next generation.  And we’ll be able to make better financial decisions and that makes me 

excited waking up every day that I can go out there and make a difference.  But we have, if given 

a chance, we have access to over one 100 licensed individuals like myself, that wants to 

volunteer their time to be able to go out there and educate our students and our teachers and the 

families out there.  And because we’re affiliated with a non-profit organization, the Hartley 

Institute of Education, there’s no fee, there’s no charge for the school system, there’s no charge 

for the family.  We truly want to go out there and help.  And we have access to multi-lingual, to 

Spanish, English, Chinese, Spanish, so we have a vast way of being able to communicate, you 

know, with the people out there to inform them that, you know, save.  Don’t spend too much.  

Live within your means.  And we have a curriculum just like my younger brother Chris he share 

with you, that everything is organized so we want to be that group.  To be able to make a 

difference in the community.  So thank you very much for your time.  You know, I appreciate it 

and you guys have a wonderful day. 

Robert Hammond: Thank you very much. 

Penny Dunseth: Jeff Arthur. 

Jeff Arthur: Good afternoon board, community.  I wanna give you an update on a couple of 

things.  I read recently that down south in Encinitas, the school district actually facial recognition 

software for their iPads.  Kind of interesting.  If you have read the U.S. Department of Ed 

document promoting grit, tenacity, perseverance, critical factors for success in the 21
st
 Century, I 

don’t know if it ties into that stuff or if you actually do the monitoring of the kids where they’ve 

got the pressure sensors and the wrist bands where they’re testing them.  But, kinda makes you 

think about that.  But, the other point is talking about the cost of implementing Common Core.  

It’s hard to tell out of newspapers; newspapers aren’t very good talking about financial literacy.  

I’m a former CFO.  They say it’s going to be a $63,000 one year contract.  Well, I guess you’re 

going to be paying $63,000 and then some next year and the year after and the year after.  They 

also talked about a couple million dollars of buying iPads.  The total cost, also work in a school 

district, people would typically quote what it cost for the stuff.  Like Orange County Department 

of Ed I think is spending about 1.4 million for some technology.  Well the maintenance cost 

when I started was usually 15 percent of the cost per year.  That kinda grew to 16, 17,18, 20 

percent depending what the hardware or the software is.  So if you have a, and that’s one of the 

items that you have in the board roundtable about the Common Core State Standards.  I think this 



is supposed to be an actual cost study, total cost.  You’re going to have more than just the cost of 

what you buy.  You’re going to have the ongoing expenses and in the industries that I work in 

aerospace, environmental and so forth, the overhead rates was 100-200 percent of direct labor.  

So if you had somebody working on it, you guys are all overhead.  The building is overhead.  

The time off that the person has is overhead.  Benefits is overhead.  So when you say I’m going 

to spend 1.4 million on some equipment, you’re going to be spending a lot more on it because 

you have to have people buy it, you have to pay for their benefits and so forth.  So, I’d be real 

interested when you finished this cost study because you’re claiming on the test claim that it’s 

costing more to implement things.  I hope you do a total cost, not to split the ticket item as the 

price, the purchase price.  Thank you. 

Penny Dunseth: Nicole Alvarez. 

Nicole Alvarez: Good morning board and audience. Thank you for allowing me this time to 

speak.  My residence is Garden Grove.  I have three children: 13, 10 and a 5 year old.  I pulled 

all of my children out of Garden Grove Unified three years ago.  I actually home school all of my 

children through CHEP.  And I am completely thank you for CHEP in everything it offers.  For 

me and my children, when my children started school, they loved to learn.  That’s all they 

wanted to do.  Learn about everything that they could.  After a few years of being in Garden 

Grove Unified, my children no longer wanted to go to school.  They were harassed, they were 

bullied.  My daughter was stabbed with a spork and the child that stabbed her was allowed to 

stay in the school.  Continued to harass her, years.  Calling her a pinche wetta because her last 

name is Alvarez, and her last name is Alvarez and she looks white.  Calling her a slut.  It was to 

the point where as a parent I told my daughter, beat the crap out of the kid.  Because this is not 

acceptable.  Now mind you, I am an extremely involved parent.  I spent more time in the 

principals office than I had ever dreamed of and I was getting nowhere.  Everything fell on deaf 

ears.  I pulled my kids out of school and said I’m done. We started utilizing CHEP and I was 

amazed by all of the love and the support that CHEP offered.  After three years of home 

schooling, my kids love to learn.  We learn anytime of the day, sometimes it’s in the middle of 

the night.  Anywhere we go, anything we do, I can turn it into education and my kids never once 

squawk.  My kids go to the museum, we go everywhere.  I have an 8
th

 grader.  She’s an athlete.  

My problem is, she wants to go to public high school and I’m deathly afraid for her education 

with Common Core and this testing.  We’re all here because we hold education as extremely 

important.  When did educating our children no longer become important and testing became 

more important.  The schools stop educating for three weeks, up to three weeks at a time.  Two 

weeks to prep them for the test, a week for the test.  We had some gentlemen here in the 

audience speak about financial literacy.  How about this?  Let’s take those three weeks that these 

kids are wasting on a test that does not give you a proper measurement of what they know in 

their academics and use that for financial literacy.  Thank you. 

Ken Williams: Thank you, Nicole. 



Penny Dunseth: Robin Lange. 

Robin Lange: Good morning.  I not very good at talking in front of a bunch of people so I’ll be 

less than three minutes I’m sure.  But I had a daughter that graduated in 2012 from Rancho in 

Garden Grove, we’re Garden Grove also.  Watching this Common Core being rolled out, I have 

a son that’s ten in 4
th

 grade.  I’m not really liking the stuff that he’s bringing home.  I graduated 

high school.  I got my daughter through high school.  And all of a sudden I’m stumped and I’m 

tripping over what 4
th

 grade math is?  4
th

 grade math?  I mean, is it just going to get worse or is it 

going to get better?  I don’t see it getting better.  It’s going to get worse and worse.  My son used 

to, like Nicole, he used to love to go outside and play.  You know, he doesn’t want to go outside 

and play.  He doesn’t want to ride his bike anymore.  School is sucking the life and the fun out of 

our kids.  And then it kills me.  I enrolled him in the Boy Scouts.  I am a den leader.  I teach a 

little boy how to be a little boy.  So therefore with being a mom with my son, I do the best I can 

to do little boy things with him.  When he doesn’t want to go for a bike rides anymore.  When he 

doesn’t want to practice his skate board because he’s too stressed out about mom I 

gotta…Thomas don’t worry about that.  I’ll sign any paper your teacher has.  I’ve met with 

Gabriela Mafi.  She didn’t want to talk to me for the longest time.  My principal didn’t want to 

talk to me for the longest time until Ms. Mafi called and said you better get ahold of this parent. 

I’m the only parent at my son’s school who has him opted-out.  People are oblivious to what this 

Common Core is doing to our kids.  Research it, look it up yourself.  Don’t take my word for it.  

It’s CCRAP, I’m gonna tell you.  PARCC; turn it around, CCRAP.  Thank you. 

Ken Williams: Thank you, Robin. Next? 

Penny Dunseth: Dorothy Caruso. 

Dorothy Caruso: Good morning board members, community.  I am Dorothy Caruso.  I am a 

school counselor.  I don’t work as a school counselor but now, presently, I work as a private 

practice counselor.  And I had a good fortune of doing my internship in this school district. So 

I’m excited about it.  And like the pray said this morning, I like to celebrate everybody’s life.  So 

I’m here to talk about Common Core in a way that could celebrate everybody’s life.  I got a call 

about two weeks ago from a mother who was concerned that at her parent/child meeting her 

child was called ADHD.  She was absolutely failing, the mother was devastated.  They’re new to 

the community.  But still, she didn’t think her 6 year old daughter that’s in the 1
st
 grade should 

be failing out.  I told her I would go in, I will do with this observation and I’ll come back and 

give you a report.  Well, it was very interesting for me.  I did watch her daughter.  She was a 

very alert, very aware.  When I first walked in she was in the center with the kids.  The teacher 

said, alright everybody go to your seat, get your pencil out and we’re going to do this 

assignment.  And she did it.  She was the first one to do it.  However, the assignment was to 

write a poem.  For her, she really didn’t really understand the concept because the teacher wasn’t 

really clear about what a poem was.  She told them, how do you feel about the springtime and to 

write a poem about it.  But she didn’t say what a poem was.  She didn’t give them the 



composition of a poem.  She really gave them more about just think it up in your mind but don’t 

write those sentences.  Poems aren’t sentences.  For her it wasn’t concrete enough.  She just 

didn’t understand what was asked of her.  She was so willing.  So willing to please.  But she was 

doing this, she was looking up.  I think it was because she’s, might estimation, she’s right 

brained, she’s creative, she’s looking for an answer within her own mind. They interpreted that 

as being inattentive.  They are inaccurate for that.  Too much of this goes on where we label kids. 

Ok, in any case it when on and I watched her.  When the teacher said don’t write sentences, she 

erases. Well, if you were going to call the kid ADHD or ADD, that would be one.  Constantly 

making mistakes.  These are really, these are really trying things.  My idea is that we really have 

to understand the individual child. We can’t just clump kids together in any way shape or forms 

and then them names, put them on drugs and give them these psych labels.  Ok, so we did talk 

about those things and I won’t go on cause I know I have a limited time.  My other point that I 

wanted to make was, then I asked the teacher how she was doing in reading.  And she said well, 

if you sat down with her she’d have a 1.5 score but on the computer 1.2 so she’s at the lowest 

ebb.  Where as some of these kids here are 1.7.  They’re very smart.  They catch on. And I 

thought, well I don’t think the girl is not very smart, she needs to feel strong within herself.  If 

she could ask question.  My thing is, let’s do better with our assessments.  Let’s care about the 

individual child.  Thank you so much. 

Ken Williams: Penny?  Thank you, Dorothy. 

Penny Dunseth: Susi Khan. 

Susi Khan: Greetings Trustees and citizens.  I come in and I hear things and then I think of 

something else that I need to say, so I apologize if I sound scattered but there’s but so much said 

that it makes me think.  I actually was really concerned this morning when I came in and we 

were having all of this celebration which is great, about technology.  Because technology is one 

of the things with Common Core that concerns me a great deal.  The facial recognition that Mr. 

Arthur brought up is actually the archaeology whole mapping of the head which would be like 

your fingerprint.  That is kind of scary to be thinking they would be doing that with our children.  

Teaching on an iPad which is what the Fullerton District was talking about so that they can have 

access 24/7 working on this stuff. You know if you have children looking into a device and 

they’re reading on a device, which you were mentioning reading, Dorothy, right back there, on a 

device, they’re recognizing it in their brain as symbols, not the phonetic sound so you will cap 

children at a 3
rd

 – 5
th

 grade reading level if they’re reading not by feeling a book and touching a 

book and turning the pages.  This is how the brain works.  Very concerning.  The kids are testing 

on computers.  She’s talking about a test.  Of course that child may have scored it, especially if 

it’s a creative brain child which has always made America highly unique is that we have 

creativity.  You can go to the countries, is it China that we’re always comparing our math with?  

Yes, they may get the answer quicker but the companies don’t want them because they not as 

creative.  This Common Core is not adding creativity.  The technology I get, its big business.  

That’s what our kids have been reduced to.  I would implore any union leaders that might be here 



to be very concerned about the teachers.  The teachers are being reduced to standbys and in some 

of the latest where we really have the technology into the system with the longitudinal, we are 

going to call them standbys.  So we’re reducing them even more and more.  I know that Linda 

spoke on having what they are getting paid.  I actually have it here.  They’re getting paid $13.00 

an hour is what they’re offering in California.  You just only need a Bachelor’s Degree, not 

necessarily any teaching experience.  Better you yet we got one here for $11.05.  Now I don’t 

know about you but ay yi yi!  And you know that that’s what $9.00 about is minimum wage, so 

we’re talking just a little over that.  Where’s your heart in that?  Where’s your concern in that.  

Like people who take jobs like that often, my son has done some part time work at 13 for $10.00 

an hour.  I wouldn’t want him grading papers, although he would probably do a fine job.  But, 

you know, when I think about that, that is not, you know you’re not having qualified people 

doing this.  There are lots of medical risks to being on an iPad all the time.  Your eyes, the 

development of the brain will be stunted.  And I go on.  So needless to say, I was going to tell 

you more about opting-out which I don’t need to but there are teachers that have spoken to me 

and sent me emails that are actually being told that they are not, they are to be encouraging the 

parents to take that SBACK test.  It is their job.  They have put the fear factor in that they are 

going to be defunded at school and that is a fallacy.  Thank you. 

Ken Williams: Thank you, Susi. 

Penny Dunseth: Christian Khan. 

Christian Khan: Good afternoon Trustees and Mr. Mijares.  I’m here representing my friends 

Luke, who’s in 6
th

 grade, and Emma, who’s in 8
th

 grade.  They cannot be here because they are 

attending Travis Ranch Middle School.  First of all, Luke is spending two out of five days of his 

science class to practice in preparation for the SBACK or whatever you were calling it today.  

Whatever the name of it is, this is a waste of instructional time, especially when you enjoy 

science class.  Secondly, Emma, Luke and others who have opted-out of the testing, have been 

offered twenty extra credit points to take the practice test.  I also have another friend in 7
th

 grade 

who has not been offered the extra credit.  Coming from a student, twenty points can give a very 

unfair advantage and make students who maybe need twenty points to bring their grade up to 

passing feel pressured to take their bait and give in.  There are many reasons parents opt their 

children out.  One is that they do not want their data collected. A second reason is that parents 

don’t want to expose their children to social/emotional testing.  These parents do this because 

they want to protect their children.  By giving extra credit, children may feel the pressure to go 

against their parent’s wishes. Luke was actually offered a raffle ticket to take home and get 

signed if they took a practice test.  This creates an atmosphere for dishonesty.  They could just go 

to their parent and say, “oh Dad, please sign this.  I need it for school.”  And then these children 

could come back, get those twenty credits, not have taken the test.  So this is not good for our 

children.  Please stop this madness.  Keep the children first. 

(Applause) 



Ken Williams: Thank you, Christian.  Penny, next? 

Penny Dunseth: Eric Stoelting. 

Eric Stoelting: Good afternoon board and board members and Mr. Mijares.  Came in late but I 

made it under the wire.  Just a couple quick notes.  I’ve been picketing to try to educate parents 

about how they can have the option to opt-out.  I fought with Garden Grove for quite a while, 

well, shouldn’t say quite a while, they responded relatively quickly, but what they did in just a 

simple notification that parents had the right to opt-out, put a little sentence, and then underneath 

that they put in three sentences to try to force parents to feel bad about opting their kids out.  So, 

which was not there before.  So, this whole thing about testing, I’m getting feelings, parents 

come up to me and say I’m scared.  Is it going to affect my kids?  No, it’s not.  It’s your right.  

But there’s this atmosphere that teachers and administrators and principals have been kind of 

coerced in doing from higher-ups, whether they’ve been trained that way or what, I don’t know.  

But it’s creating an atmosphere where parents and kids, especially kids, are scared to not take the 

test.  They reward them if they do take the test.  So if you’re a young 3
rd

 grader or 4
th

 grader and 

you don’t want to take the test but your buddies are getting an extra credit or this or that, eh, it 

makes you feel bad.  Anyway, I also wanted to let you guys know about something that this is 

just not right wings, not just Tea Party, it’s not just conservative Christian, in the State of 

Washington the Democratic Party for the entire state has created a resolution against Common 

Core.  I can read you just a little bit, I’m sure I don’t have a lot of time.  It says, “Where as the 

copyrighted Common Core State Standards are a set of controversial, top down, K-12 academic 

standards that were promulgated by wealthy private interest without research based evidence and 

validity and a developmentally inappropriate in the lowest grades” and it goes on, it goes on, it 

goes on.   “Therefore it will be resolved that we will call upon the Washington State Legislature 

and the Superintendent of Public Instruction to withdraw from the CCSS and keep K-12 

education student centered and accountable to the people of Washington State”.  Now this would 

sound like it was from a Tea Party but it’s not.  This is from a Democratic Party.  So anyone who 

is running for Democrats in the State of Washington in this upcoming cycle, this is their platform 

now.  So I just wanted it to be known to Mr. Boyd, I know you’ve had issue with that, I don’t 

know about the others.  But I know that this is not a one sided.  This is all spectrums, all peoples.  

One of my signs that I was holding out today said this is not political.  This is not religious.  This 

is about your kids and it’s about their future.  Get involved and try to do something.  Thank you. 

(Applause) 

Ken Williams: Thank you, Eric. Who’s next? 

Penny Dunseth: The only one we have left is the gentleman from Vista. 

G.3 General Obligation Bonds Best Practices 



Ken Williams: Very, very good.  Okay.  So, thank you all for your public comments and we’re 

moving on with our meeting and we’re on G-3 which is the Best Practices for Obligation Bonds 

and that will be by our wonderful staff member Wendy Benkert.  Thank you very much.  Do you 

have a Power Point, is that what you have? 

Wendy Benkert: Yes I do. 

Ken Williams: Ok. 

Wendy Benkert: President Williams, members of the board, thank you very much for having me 

here.  Come to talk about General Obligation Bonds.  Trustee Lindholm has been concerned that 

school districts do not have sufficient unbiased information regarding the issuance and costs of 

General Obligation Bonds.  For this reason she asked our office to put together a best practices 

guide for school districts.  So I will start with that.  This is going to be a very short presentation.  

As you know, General Obligation Bonds are only issued after there is voter approval.  And 

there’s two types of General Obligation Bonds, there are traditional bonds which require a 2/3 

vote of the people to be passed and there are Proposition 39 Bonds that require a 55 percentage 

voter approval to be passed. Outstanding bonds are limited to 1.25 percent of the assessed value 

of the property for elementary districts and high school districts, and 2.5 percent of assessed of 

unified and community college districts.  Proposition 39 Bonds also are limited by a legal 

maximum levy of annual tax.  Outstanding (inaudible) indebtedness for elementary and high 

school districts the maximum tax levy that a property owner can have on their property is $30.00 

per $100,000 of assessed value.  For unified districts and community college districts they have a 

different maximum.  The maximum tax levy for a unified district is $60 per $100,000 of assessed 

value and for community colleges its $25.00 per $100,000 of assessed value for those districts.  

Since 1998 in Orange County, there have been seven traditional bond measures and 29 Prop 39 

bond measures.  Four districts in Orange County have never passed bond measures. Those are 

Fountain Valley School District, Ocean View Elementary, Irvine Unified and Orange Unified.  

Every other district has passed a bond measure.  This is a sample tax ballot, I hate to bring this 

up on tax day that we’re all paying our income taxes, but this is about property tax and so I just 

wanted to explain how this works and so this is a sample tax bill.  This is from a property owner 

in Capistrano Unified.  The owners are invoiced according to the property value.  So the property 

value right here for this home owner is $400.000 so the base property tax bill would be $4,000.  

And you can see that listed in the last column under amount rate times value is $4,000.  This 

district issued two series of bonds, one in 1999 and one in 2012 which was a refunding issue to 

save taxpayers on the interest cost cause interest went down.  The combined total school bond 

tax for this property owner is $36.00 for the two issues.  The tax bill also indicates assessments 

for the Metropolitan Water District as well as other special assessments.  So this is what shows 

up on your property taxes.  Within the last two years the legislature has been adopted to limit 

debt service and increase transparency.  AB182 limits debt service.  AB182 limits the ratio of 

total debt service to the principle for each bond series to no more than 4 to 1.  And it requires that 

the bonds with compounding interest, those are capital appreciation bonds, be callable within 10 



years.  And callable means that a bond can be paid off earlier than the maturity date.  Also, there 

have bills regarding transparency.  AB2274 and 2551 increase transparency.  AB2274 requires 

that all state and local governments notify the California Debt Advisory Investment Commission 

and it, of any proposed debt issuance which includes refinancing no later than 30 days prior to 

the day of issuance and AB2551 requires agencies attempting to pass local bonds to submit to the 

Registrar of Voters the local estimated debt service including principle and interest.  So to assist 

district in their understanding of general obligation bonds we recommend districts refer to the 

California Association of County Treasurers and Tax Collectors School Finance Handbook.  

This handbook is broken down into three sections.  One is pre-ballot bond evaluation and 

community outreach.  The second section talks about preparing to place a bond on the ballot. 

And the third section is following bond approval and are prior to each bond sale.  You all should 

have been given the handbook as well so if you have any questions, I’d be glad to address those.   

David Boyd:  You may or may not be in a position to answer this but is it your impression that 

local trustees do or do not have a handle on the economic ramifications of what they’re sending 

out to the voters. 

Wendy Benkert: I think most of them do.  I think the school districts in Orange County at least, I 

can’t speak to all of them. But I think the board members in Orange County; they have 

information that’s provided to them.  There is a lot of work that takes place before they ever put 

a bond on the ballot.  There’s a lot research that’s done and most of the districts are hiring 

professionals to represent them before they make a decision to go forward with a school bond. 

David Boyd: The professionals that they’re hiring, are these people that are entirely independent 

or do they have a vested interested in seeing that this funding goes through.   

Wendy Benkert: Well I think there’s probably both of those but we actually recommend to 

districts that they look and do an RFP and they look to hire somebody is representing their 

interest so that is separate and apart from the folks who that make money on the issuance of 

bonds. 

David Boyd: So were taking about a sort of advanced financial literacy?   

Wendy Benkert: Yes. Very much so. 

David Boyd: Thank you. 

Jack Bedell: Thank you Wendy for this and thanks Trustee Lindholm for bring this to our table.  

In this document, suppose, you know we have unique children, we have about 7,800 unique 

children, about that? Suppose in the boards where’s it’s decided to go forward with the request 

for a bond, a.) can we as a county LEA do that?  Can there be a county bond? 

Wendy Benkert: It would be very difficult because we would have to get the voters of the entire 

county.  And whether it was a traditional, you would need 2/3 of the voters of the whole county.  



Or if was a Prop 39 bond it would be 55%.  But I don’t know of any county that has been 

successful in trying to pass a bond.   

Jack Bedell: And I’m a little blurry, what throws it into 39 as opposed to traditional? 

Wendy Benkert: Well if, there’s are different requirements that you have if you go out for a 

traditional bond vs. a Prop 39 bond.  A Prop 39 bond has more oversight responsibilities but it 

has a lower voter threshold.   

Jack Bedell: Now that was the one as I understand that was to compensate for Proposition 13 and 

the 2/3, is that simplistically put, that case isn’t it? 

Wendy Benkert:  Yes, yes. 

Jack Bedell: And now since it’s gone to the 55 percent number, more of them are doing that and 

more and more, almost all of these are now passing right? 

Wendy Benkert:  There’s much higher success rate, that’s true. 

Jack Bedell: Ok. 

David Boyd: But nevertheless, we’ve had a number fail. 

Wendy Benkert: We had, we’ve had, yeah, we had two bond failures this last time.  Both 

Fountain Valley and Orange Unified. 

Jack Bedell: Those are two have never passed.   

Wendy Benkert: Those two districts have never passed, that’s correct. 

Jack Bedell: So that’s, some districts have more success in bonds, right?  Thank you very much. 

Linda Lindholm: Thank you so much Wendy for putting this together.  The reason I was asking 

you is because you have so much expertise and knowledge and the ability to share that with the 

districts.  For the members of the public, imagine if you were buying a $1,000,000 house and 

you’re debt repayment ended up to be $4,000,000.  That’s kind of what they’re saying here at a 

four times.  The thing that stirred the pot was when it was 10 times, and school districts were 

unfortunately not so financially savvy and borrowing it at a 10 times ratio which is catastrophic 

for when you get your next generation or when your children grow up.  I’m very happy to see 

you do this.  Thank you so much.  How will you get this out to people?  You’ve got it nice and 

short.  It’s to the point.  How will you get it to people who will be going out to look for bonds. 

Wendy Benkert: We plan to distribute it at our Chief Financial CBO meetings that we have on a 

monthly basis so we’ll distribute to them with copies to the Superintendent’s as well.   

Jack Bedell: The website? 



Linda Lindholm: And will be a place on the website where people, a constant place where six 

months from somebody might want to go, oh, we need a bond.  We’ve got portables with 

horrible mold and we’d like to fix them.  Do we have a place on our website where we can put 

this? 

Wendy Benkert: I’m sure we can, yes. 

Linda Lindholm: I think that would be absolutely fantastic.  Um, we do need the financial 

wisdom for people going out…we know there are needs out there but we need to have people be 

able to do it in a good and a practical way.  You were asking if you could do it county-wide?  I 

don’t know about the school district.  I know what Vector Control did.  Vector Control went out 

and found out that they could raise the assessment by $1.00 and they said $4.00 would work so 

guess what they did.  They put a measure on and you are all going to be paying $4.00 because 

the public said ok, that’s ok.  So that’s a county-wide measure for Vector Control. 

Jack Bedell: So they would support rats, not kids. 

Linda Lindholm: They might.  But the odd thing was that they found out that the general public 

was willing to take that indebtedness and so they got 4 times the money they needed.  Which I 

just think is oh, ironic.  In a wonderful kind of way how we do finances. I want to thank you so 

so much.  And if you have any feedback anytime through the year on…people say hey, that’s 

great, you take the kudos…just let us know what happened. 

Wendy Benkert: Ok, thank you. 

Ken Williams: Wendy, I have a couple of questions here.  So the property nine has a higher 

threshold for oversight and a lower threshold for approvals, is that correct? 

Wendy Benkert: Yes, there’s a bond oversight committee that’s a component, you have to have a 

bond oversight committee.  The whole length of the bond if you’re under Prop 39 bonds.   

David Boyd: And if I understand that correctly, they are to monitor that the monies are being 

spent consistent with what was represented.  The (inaudible). 

Wendy Benkert: That’s correct. 

Ken Williams: And on this committee, who appoints them and how do you get on it?   

Wendy Benkert: You know, I would have to look into that exactly, how they get appointed to 

that.   

Jack Bedell: I can tell you in the Fullerton one it was in the paper that the school board is seeking 

volunteers for their most recently approved 39 bond. 



Wendy Benkert: I don’t know if there’s restrictions on that but I know that usually people that 

are on that are from the financial field and they’re interested in the facilities of their school 

district.   

Ken Williams: And in the other document that you gave to us, more detailed, more lengthy.  The 

school district cannot engage in obtaining a consultant for campaign activities.  Is that correct. 

Wendy Benkert: Right, there’s laws that restrict that, yes. 

Ken Williams: Ok, but that has been a problem with some of these? 

Wendy Benkert: It was raised as a problem before so there was a restriction on that, yes. 

Ken Williams: Ok, when did that restriction come into… 

Wendy Benkert: You know I’ll have to go back and look.  I don’t know the date, offhand.   

Ken Williams: Ok, that’s all the questions I have. 

Wendy Benkert: Thank you 

Ken Williams: Ok, being that… 

Jack Bedell: Do we need a motion? 

I. Consent Calendar 

Ken Williams: No, this is just an informational presentation for the board.  Ok, I’d like to move 

on with our meeting.  Move on, if I can have a motion and a second for the consent, approval for 

the consent calendar, Item I. 

David Boyd: So moved. 

Ken Williams: Moved and I need a second? 

Jack Bedell: Second. 

Ken Williams: Thank you, Dr. Bedell. So we have a motion to second, any questions?  Being 

that there’s none, all those in favor say aye.  Aye’s…oppose…abstain…ok motions passes 4-0 

and one not present. 

Jack Bedell: Trustee Williams… 

Ken Williams: Yes sir. 

Jack Bedell: I wonder if you would be so kind.  I was, you know, G-3.  A lot of staff work went 

into that.  A trustee was, I wonder if it would be possible if we had a motion to receive G-3 and 



to post it on our website.  That way the board in fact acknowledges it and by that motion would 

acknowledge its importance.   

Ken Williams: Ok. 

Jack Bedell: It’s simple.  I’m mean it’s, I didn’t say approved or anything cause I’m not the 

expert on that. 

Ken Williams: Right. 

Jack Bedell: The motion is to receive the report.  We’ve received it.  We heard it.  We’ve 

received it and we post it.  It’s sort of an impromptu for that. 

David Boyd: Is that a motion? If so, I’ll second. 

Jack Bedell: Yay, I’ll make that as a motion. 

Ken Williams: Ok and we have a second. Um, ok.  If I can, because I took a look at Nina and she 

had a question on her face.  Protocol, that wasn’t on the board agenda and is this… 

Nina Boyd: Well, the way that he’s framing it is just to receive the information and to post it.  

It’s not a matter of action.  So.. 

Ken Williams: Ok, ok, very good, very good.  Any questions on that motion and the second?  

Barring that there are none, all those in favor say aye, AYE.  Opposed, abstained, motion passes 

4-0 with one not being present. 

Ken Williams: Ok, moving on to… 

Jack Bedell: Mr. Chairman, do you think it’s wise that we should take a lunch break until Mr. 

Hammond is able to rejoin us? 

Ken Williams: If that is the pleasure of my board members I don’t see any problems with that. 

We have a little bit more to go but if you want to take a lunch let’s take a 10 minute lunch. 

Jack Bedell: That’s easy.  And when we resume we’ll came back to what? 

Ken Williams: We’ll come back to Special Recommendations. 

Jack Bedell: Perfect. Thank you. 

Ken Williams: Ok, so the board will be in recess for ten minutes for a lunch break. 

J.  Special Recommendations 

J.1 



Ken Williams: Ok, the Board of Education is back in order and we’re moving on with our board 

agenda items Special Recommendations, J-1.  May I have a motion and a second. 

Jack Bedell: Moved. 

Ken Williams: We have a motion 

Robert Hammond: Second 

Ken Williams: and a second by Hammond.  Any questions?  This is something that we’ve had 

for the last many, many years here.  Being that there are no further questions this is a resolution a 

Penny poll the board. 

Penny Dunseth: Sorry, Trustee Boyd. 

David Boyd: Yes. 

Penny Dunseth: Trustee Hammond. 

Robert Hammond: Yes. 

Penny Dunseth: Trustee Williams. 

Ken Williams: Yes 

Penny Dunseth: Trustee Bedell. 

Jack Bedell: Yes. 

Penny Dunseth: Trustee Lindholm. 

Linda Lindholm: And yes, and remember, you can just call the vote. 

Penny Dunseth: That’s something else. 

Ken Williams: Ok. 

Linda Lindholm: You can just call the vote.  We had an opinion by our attorney.   

Ken Williams: Oh I’m sorry.  I missed that conversation. 

Linda Lindholm: Oh, you don’t have to have a roll call vote as long as she gets the vote.   

Ken Williams: Ok, so we want to change the… 

Linda Lindholm: You can just, if you get a 5-0 you get a 5-0. 

Ken Williams: Ok, it’s one of those male gender things.  I don’t do well with change. 



Linda Lindholm: Ok. 

Jack Bedell: Speak for yourself, Mr. President.  I’m changing all the time. 

Linda Lindholm: Alright if you’d like to continue you can but legally you do not have to do it 

Ken Williams: So legally I do that… 

Linda Lindholm: You do not have to do it. 

Ken Williams: So I have options. 

Linda Lindholm: But I will vote yes. 

Ken Williams: Being married 30 years I’m just used to what my wife tells me to do. 

Jack Bedell: Now you’re blaming your wife. 

(Laughter) 

Ken Williams: Ok. 

Robert Hammond: Did you get permission? 

Ken Williams: Ok, that motion passes 5-0 by the way.   

J.2 

Ken Williams: Moving on to J-2.  Move, motion and second. 

Inaudible: Move. 

Several voices: Second. 

Ken Williams: Ok, um. 

Jack Bedell: Trustee Hammond.   

Ken Williams: Trustee Hammond you’re second but you’re a close third there. 

Jack Bedell: Whatever. 

Ken Williams: This is a resolution but I want to show my flexability in life.  So, all those in favor 

say AYE, oppose? None.  So it passes 5-0. 

David Boyd: I’m wondering though whether there’s anything in our board policies that deal with 

how resolutions are handled. 

Jack Bedell: I think it is somewhere that I’ve actually read. 



Nina Boyd: No there wasn’t. 

Jack Bedell: No? 

David Boyd: Ok, alright.  Good. 

Nina Boyd: Ron researched it as a result of the question that was raised last month and discussed 

some information with Linda but there’s nothing that requires.  The only thing is legally we have 

to identify if someone votes, abstains and/or votes no. 

David Boyd: Ok.  

Ken Williams: Ok. 

David Boyd: Alright, thank you. 

Ken Williams: That makes it easy. 

Jack Bedell: Nice. 

J.3 

Ken Williams: Ok, moving on to J.3.  Mr. Boyd… 

David Boyd: Yes 

Ken Williams: This is something of… 

David Boyd: This is either my credit or my problem.  Last month we had someone speak during 

public comments about this bill and at that point in time, I suggested that perhaps we could be 

briefed on the bill.  I didn’t mean to suggest that it would be brought for a vote this time.  I don’t 

presume to say that the board wouldn’t want to support this but, anyway, it is what it is.   

Ken Williams: And you’re making the motion for such. 

David Boyd: Um, yes. 

Ken Williams: Very good. 

Robert Hammond: I’ll second that. 

Ken Williams: Second that, very good.  Any further communication or thoughts on this.   

David Boyd: Does Ron have any comments on this bill? 

Ron Wenkart: We’ll I apologize if there was a misunderstanding.  But we did take a look at the 

bill, the resolution reflects the intent of the bill.  We thought that the bill was very positive and 

that it would be something that we would support and we just weren’t aware of it until that 



individual was here at the board meeting and brought it to our attention.  There’s a lot of new 

bills introduced in the last month or so.  But it would assist in teacher training to identify 

dyslexia and other reading disorders and is generally supported by staff and by special educators. 

David Boyd: Ok, very good. Thank you. 

Jack Boyd: It’s just…do you know where CSBA is on this bill. 

Ken Wenkart: No, I’m not sure.  We can find out though. 

Jack Boyd: Ok, I would like if the motion is to approve it that there could be pending upon…I 

would hate to have our board go against our state organization without a conversation about that.  

So if it’s pending support of the CSBA… 

David Boyd: Well, I don’t know.  Sacramento’s timetable. 

Ken Williams: So are you making a motion to suspend this vote until we find out for the next 

meeting. 

Jack Bedell: No, no.  But I’m suggesting is that we support it pending Ron’s discerning what 

CSBA is doing on it.  We have done that historically on some other legislation.  I’m mean it 

would be, we we’ve we’ve even gotten into situations statewide where one organization supports 

the legislator of the year and the other legislator is supporting of that same legislator.  I would 

just have to have us be in a situation where without having a full conversation.  At least just 

saying they’re taking no position.  I would support this unless CSBA is opposing it.   

Ken Williams: Ok so. 

Jack Bedell: I don’t know how to help you with that. 

Ken Williams: Yeah, and I know look to Nina to help me out here. 

Nina Boyd: I think you have to look to Ron to help us out. 

Ron Wenkart: We’ll we could, there’s a couple of options.  You could table it to the next board 

meeting and then we could have that information to you before the next board meeting. 

David Boyd: That’s my probably our best option.  I mean I don’t think this is time sensitive. 

Ron Wenkart: Not that I’m aware of. 

David Boyd: The way that Sacramento works. 

Ken Williams: Yeah, and also we do have a document that we have used before to support or 

oppose legislation that is in the works.  Maybe we can kind of use that cause that’s what we’ve 

used in the past? 



Jack Bedell: (inaudible) 

Ken Williams: Yeah, so maybe we’re gonna assign the staff…what I’m hearing from the board is 

consensus on this issue to table it unto the next meeting and maybe we can have staff… 

Nina Williams: You want the letter of support, is that what you’re referencing?  When there’s an 

active bill there’s a letter of support that comes from the board. 

Ken Williams: Right.  It’s that one that we’ve been using for a while.  

Nina Boyd: Right. We haven’t had any legislation… 

Ken Williams: We have a motion to second now we have ta, and I suspect what you’re asking 

for is tabling until the next meeting what the sub… 

Jack Bedell: and all this conversation. 

Ken Williams: Yeah, ok. 

Linda Lindholm: Discussion. 

Ken Williams: We’ll I’ll second Jack so board discussion now. 

Linda Lindholm: Uh, one of the things I saw in here is that you screen all pupils enrolled in 

Kindergarten and grades 1-3.  Inclusive.  Normally teachers would look for somebody who 

might be having issues and then do the testing?  To screen every single child for every single 

thing, I’m not sure it’s the most appropriate thing?  Usually it tends to do sometimes with 

staffing it’s a way to…It’s a function of you have so many people who do testing and it’s an 

employment issue not necessarily an issue where every child needs to be screened.  So, that’s the 

only issue I have with this one. 

Ron Wenkart: We can look into that further too.   

Al Mijares: We do have mandatory vision testing of all students. 

Linda Lindholm: That makes sense. 

Al Mijares: So that could also spot reversals. 

Linda Lindholm: Yeah, I think once you’re spotted do you then go to…normally a teach goes, 

ok-they’re having a little trouble and then you recommend the screening but for every single 

child, then you’re going to be employing people for this purpose.  My comment. 

Al Mijares: We could check into that though. 

Ron Wenkart: Sure. 



Nina Boyd: It’s still early enough too that the bill could be amended. 

Ron Wenkart: Yeah… 

Nina Boyd: And so I think to be to Jack’s point that um the state agency because as you’re 

calling out all they make take issue with that because of financial resources and so forth and so 

they’ll want it amended to have some other language that you know, identified students based on 

assessment or other risk factors.  

David Boyd: No… 

Ken Williams: Ok. 

Ron Wenkart: Ok, we’ll bring back more information. 

Ken Williams: Ok, so, so… 

David Boyd: Thank you. 

Ken Williams: What we have here on the floor to vote on, just so I am clear, is motion by Dr. 

Bedell and the second by myself, to table this until next meeting and we’re gonna create a 

different vehicle of the one that we used in the past that supports certain assembly bills and 

legislations based on certain criteria.  And part of the criteria may not be that all children, we 

may remove that, as there is some concern iterated by Trustee Lindholm here. Is that a consensus 

of what we’re talking about? 

Jack Bedell: And we’re also going to be sure we get our statewide association (inaudible) this 

bill. 

Linda Lindholm: (inaudible) 

Ken Williams: Yes, thank you. 

Linda Lindholm: I’m fine. 

Ken Williams: Ok, so any further questions on anything to add to this?  The vote is to table until 

the main meeting.  All those in favor say AYE.  Opposed?  Motion to table is passed 5-0. 

J.4 

Ken Williams: Moving on to item J-4 which is the national… 

Linda Lindholm: So moved. 

Ken Williams: Prayer, ok.   



(Second said by unknown board member).  Ok, we have a motion and a second, any discussion.  

Barring that there’s no, I will again just demonstrate my flexibility.  When so many people call 

me inflexible.  All those in favor of Item J-4 say AYE.  Oppose?  Abstain?  Motion passes 5-0. 

Robert Hammond: You’re not inflexible, you’re just resolute. 

J.5 

Ken Williams: Ok.  Ok, moving on to Item J-5.  Motion? 

Robert Hammond: So moved. 

Ken Williams: And a second? 

Jack Bedell: Second. 

Ken Williams: Ok, and we do have public comment on this. 

Nina Boyd: Who made the motion? 

Ken Williams: Robert and the second by Dr. Bedell.  We do have a public comment, our dear 

friend. 

Robert Hammond: Mr. Vahe Markarian. 

Vahe Markarian: Good afternoon Board President Williams, Board Members, Superintendent 

Dr. Mijares, staff and members of the public.  My name is Vahe Markarian.  I’m the Executive 

Director at Vista Charter Public Schools.  Obviously we’re here for the approval of the MOU 

between Orange County Board of Education and Vista Charter Public Schools.  But I’d to take 

the opportunity to share some good news and some updates.  Since February 5
th

 when you 

approved Vista Heritage Charter Middle School we’ve been able to secure a facility and we are 

just about at our student enrollment target.  And, you know, we’re just in April.  So we have no 

doubt that by tail-end of May or early June we’ll have hit our capacity enrollment target and 

we’ll have a waiting list.  But, more importantly I’d like to introduce you to a exceptional 

educational leader or principal at Vista Charter Middle School who is a member of your Santa 

Ana Community, Miss Lori Martin. 

Lori Martin: Good afternoon.  I’m very humbled and honored to have this opportunity to come 

back to Santa Ana.  I started in Santa Ana schools ten years ago when I walked in to be a 

substitute teacher and then filled the spot as a permanent teacher.  I’m excited to have branched 

my wings and soared from Southern California to Northern California having a K-12 experience 

both in public schools, charter schools, and also working in the jail systems to provide education 

to all those that matter.  Coming back home to my roots as I grew up in Orange County and 

Saddleback Unified School District I am excited to bring my family of five with three kids who 

will also be joining the Orange County Department of Education in our school system.  And I’m 



excited to be dedicated and motivated to provide our students with the best education possible.  

Thank you so much for hearing me today and I look forward, and you are always welcome at 

Vista Heritage Charter. 

Ken Williams: Ah, that’s that’s wonderful.  Thank you so much for those words and it was a 

pleasure to meet you.  Ok, so a motion second, any discussion. 

David Boyd: Yes sir. 

Ken Williams: On J-5. 

Linda Lindholm: A question for you please.  Looking at the MOU, my question to you is, is this, 

I don’t want us to be approving things with such an onerous set of standards that they are 

unlivable.  I see that this has been agreed upon by both groups. I’m very happy about that. I’m 

thrilled to see you going forward.  Does this all work for you? I mean, were these standards too 

much, too many?  Was it workable?  

Ken Williams: If I can interject here, Kelly can you come up to the podium up here too, and be 

part of this dialogue. 

Linda Lindholm: And many, many thank you’s to you for getting this done.  This is very quick.  

Very grateful to you for all your time and energy and I’m thrilled to see it come forth.  I just 

wanted to ask you, you kind of the first person to come through with this.  Was it too much?  Did 

it work?   

Vahe Markarian: Uh, well, it’ll all work.  We’ll make it work.  I don’t think there is anything that 

is unreasonable here.  I think the MOU really clarifies the expectations that the county board has 

of Vista.  Other things that we wished were a little bit different, yes, but, you know I don’t think 

it’s anything that we can’t meet.    

Linda Lindholm: And Kelly, also the same?  Do you think the policy was working pretty well or 

things you might want to tinker with and bring back to us later? 

Kelly Gaughran: Well, we tinkered with the Academy’s MOU, kind of after the first one was 

signed and then you all approved a second one. 

Linda Lindholm: Ok. 

Kelly Gaughran: So really looked to that document to help create this document.  So I feel pretty 

confident that he won’t have too much difficulty.  It’s been a pleasure working with him and 

everybody else that I’ve worked with with Vista.  Thank you, Vahe. 

Linda Lindholm: Well, that’s fantastic.  That’s very good. 

Ken Williams: Wonderful effort, Kelly.  You’re wonderful, wonderful. 



David Boyd: Let me refrain Trustee Lindholm’s question a little bit differently.  When you go to 

bed at night, is there anything you’re thinking about? How are we going to meet this 

requirement? 

Linda Lindholm: Any sections that we might need to rework?  Thank you, Trustee Boyd. 

Vahe Markarian: Well sure.  Um, you know from our perspective, I think, you know again.  

Everything here is workable and I understand.  We completely understand why certain things are 

being asked of us.  I think there are some concerns from our part that had to do with all of the 

different kinds of service contracts that the school might entering to.  And, how much oversight 

or information do we up front have to share with the Orange County Department of Education 

and those kinds of things.  Or is it just open to…if the Orange County Office of Education would 

like to review a contract, do we just make that contract available.  I’m mean all of that is 

obviously public information so that’s not an issue, it’s just making sure, you know, all those 

little steps are followed.  All the required information is in each and everyone of the contracts 

that are about $15,000.  So for us, it felt like it’s a little bit onerous because perhaps that’s not 

what we’re being used to.  But I think that’s something that we’ll work through and that’s 

alright. 

David Boyd: But is there anything in your mind that would interfere, unreasonably interfere with 

obtaining your mission.  Your day-to-day operations. 

Vahe Markarian: Absolutely not. We’re very comfortable with the MOU. 

Linda Lindholm: Perhaps, I’m very, very happy.  I will be supporting of this.  Perhaps six 

months after they’ve opened, if Kelly would like, maybe we could have a debrief and say ok, 

we’ve got a few little things we need to nudge.   

Kelly Gaughran: I think that would be (inaudible). 

Linda Lindholm: Ok, fantastic.   

David Boyd: Where is your location?   

Vahe Markarian: Ah, we’ll be at the Templo Calvario facility.  Although I might have missed, 

we haven’t secured, meaning we haven’t signed the lease agreement but we’re almost there.   

David Boyd: And you’ll have how many classrooms? 

Vahe Markarian: Ah, we will have, beginning we will have I believe twelve, which will support 

300 students.  And then year two we will add 8
th

 grade and then that’s another 120 students. 

David Boyd: Well, good luck to you. 



Vahe Markarian: Thank you very much.  And our grand opening is scheduled for August 28
th

.  

We will be sending out invitations because we would definitely want you to be present on the 

first day of our school that you guys have authorized.  Look for the invitations. 

Ken Williams: Very good. 

Vahe Markarian: Thank you. 

Ken Williams: Any further discussion? 

Nina Boyd: Ken, just while Kelly was at the podium, I just wanted to acknowledge and bring to 

you attention that she, her daughter had a baby last week and she’s a new grandmother.   

Jack Bedell: And you too! 

Nina Boyd: Right.  But I just want to acknowledge Kelly because she was trying to work through 

this with them as she was approaching that date and hoping she would be able to get everything 

completed so as you said, her good work and diligence in trying, you know, accommodate all 

parties, we really appreciate. 

Linda Lindholm: We do. 

David Boyd: A grandmother at 30? 

Laughter 

Kelly Gaughran: Bless you! 

David Boyd: I was going to ask the reverend if he wanted to borrow my glasses. 

Ken Williams: Oh, that’s good.  Ok, any other comments from the staff or the board on item J-4?  

We do have a motion and a second.  Being that there’s no further discussion, all those in favor 

say AYE.  AYE…Opposed, abstain…motion passes 5-0.   

J.6 

Ken Williams: Ah moving on to item J-6, this is an issue we originally I believe in December 

asked for a document that would review our Common Core fact finding committee meetings that 

were held in October and November.  And so um, I have a motion… 

Jack Bedell: Do we need a motion? 

Robert Hammond: I don’t, I don’t.  Do we need a motion to receive? 

Ken Williams: Well… 

David Boyd: Well, we’re actually going to receive it today, aren’t we? 



Nina Boyd: You’re just gonna review the document. 

Jack Bedell: Just a review.  We don’t need a motion then.  There’s no action anticipated.  

Ken Williams: Um, well.  Yes, um.  This is what we talked about at Executive Committee two 

weeks ago, a week ago with staff that we would um, would receive this and then table it because 

we just got it.  We’re going to be receiving it today.  So, the idea in conversation in that it was 

just going to be presented to us the first time today is to receive it and table for formal adoption 

as the next meeting. 

Jack Bedell: That’s fine. 

Ken Williams: Cause I’m sure there’s going to be a lot of dialogue about what’s in this. 

Jack Bedell: Sure. 

Ken Williams: Um, so I guess there was um, some action item on this so if I can have a motion 

to receive . 

Jack Bedell: I’ll move. 

Linda Lindholm: You’re changing this. 

Ken Williams: It’s to receive so I need a second for that. 

Robert Hammond: Second. 

Ken Williams: Second. Ok, now we’re going to discuss it.  If I can just open up with some 

discussion to help the board.  So, um being that again as I previously mentioned this is 

something we’re just getting today, we need time to review this and look at this, it’s important.  

So, it was a thought that we would receive it, look at it, and then make a formal motion for table 

until next meeting. 

Jack Bedell: Sure, if I may speak to. 

Ken Williams: Absolutely. 

Jack Bedell: Ok, in the beginning will you please go to the third page, number 10.  Number 10 

should read, “the data that are to be collected are.” The word data is a plural noun so that, “the 

data that are to be collected are not protected by.” Ok? 

Ken Williams: Ok. 

Jack Bedell: If you would just change that.  Just a little background…this document, and again 

appreciate your putting together people to work on it, this document was not an attempt to take a 

position position (inaudible) position, but to hear the facts. Just this is what we’ve heard. This is 



just how we’ve heard them.  This is the prevalence of the fact.  This is much data that we have.  

There’s no attempt in this document for me, Trustee Hammond or myself to make a position of 

the board on this.  This is like saying you know, today’s Wednesday and of course the date line 

it’s Thursday.  That’s what we try to do in this and hopefully we were successful in that.  Now 

subsequent things could happen and it’s not unheard of, I’m not so sure we want to call this a 

white paper, I’m sure we might want to call it a… 

David Boyd: Introduction? 

Jack Boyd: Or a review of…something, it’s.  A white paper, I don’t know, Trustee Hammond… 

Linda Lindholm: No. 

Jack Bedell: …what your thoughts were historically about it.  But it’s just a fact sheet, really, if 

we had a fancy name for a fact sheet.  Now what I’ve seen of the documents, is you have a fact 

sheet… 

Ken Williams: what this is… 

Jack Bedell: …what this is a fact sheet.  We try to be as coldly clinical with this as possible. 

Ken Williams: Unbiased. 

Jack Bedell: Yes.  And then, all the other organizations I’ve seen, the document would be, this 

document would be received.  And attached to it could be member’s statements so that you 

would have a cover page, fact sheet, member’s statements.  And also I’ve seen facts sheets board 

position, member’s statements.  And I’ve seen fact sheet, board position.  So there are lots of 

ways this board could go and that’s why I appreciate the time to hear what everybody says.  But 

the goal again was to fulfill, what I interpreted as, your original chargeback before the holidays 

was to the facts. 

Ken Williams: Right. 

Jack Bedell: Am I correct Trustee Hammond? 

Robert Hammond: That was my understanding and also, I didn’t put it in this paper and that is I 

believe we were gonna attach all sixteen summaries.  Penny, am I correct, we finally got the 

sixteenth one in? 

Penny Dunseth: Yah. 

Linda Lindholm: Ah. 

Jack Bedell: Nice. 

Robert Hammond: Alright. So, my thought is to attach all sixteen, one page summaries to this. 



Jack Bedell: That was our intent. 

Robert Hammond: Right, so I just didn’t know Dr. Bedell, how do you want us to label that in 

here.  Just like a… 

Jack Bedell: Excerpts of testimony by panelists experts.  Excerpts of testimony. 

Ken Hammond: Well, actually, let me ask a question to both you gentlemen.  Being that these 

are statements by the actual experts, isn’t just really statements by the experts?  It’s a summary 

of their testimony. 

Jack Bedell: Sure, it could be an appendix.  

Ken Williams: Ok. 

Jack Bedell: That would also be very common. 

Ken Williams: Ok.  And that gives us the neutrality and the balance that we’re striving for as a 

board.  Being that we’ve talked about this, I was going to contribute a, we can call it a synopsis 

or position of individual board member, obviously it will be critical of Common Core at the next 

meeting.  So if I can just kind of have input from my board members, just so you recognize that 

I’m going to be submitting something.  It’s still in the draft stage.  There’s some things I’m 

playing with but ah I was going to be submitting that.  And, if I can ask a question maybe of Jack 

because you have more experience, if I submit that, would that be something that each board 

member can sign on to and agree to? 

Jack Bedell: Nothing prevent that.  That should probably take a motion.  I think that would be 

better because it looks like it’s a print of the board on it.   

Ken Williams: That would be clearly identified that this is an individual report. 

Jack Bedell: Sure, sure. And you can co-authors, you can list the persons who are signing it. 

Ken Williams: And it would say this does not represent the entire board.  It represents the 

opinion of A, B, and C. 

Jack Bedell: And you, right, you could do that and you could have a sweeping motion to receive 

this document, to attach the expert testimonies and to attach the, if any letters of comment of 

specific board members for the file, for the record.   

Ken Williams: Ok. 

Jack Bedell: And that would be clean. 

Ken Williams: Ok. Thank you.  Any other questions? 



David Boyd: Yeah, I had prepared some notes based on the earlier draft and rather than take time 

at the board meeting, just let me give a copy to Trustee Hammond and Trustee Bedell for their 

consideration. 

Jack Bedell: Thank you, David.  I appreciate it. 

Ken Williams: So, you’re going to look at this and you two as a committee… 

David Boyd: You can do it like you want. 

Ken Williams: Exactly.  Thank you. 

Robert Hammond: Um, I, Jack, after we get a chance to look it over maybe we can… 

Jack Bedell: Sure. 

Robert Hammond: You know, kibbitz. 

Jack Bedell: Do we, refresh my memory.  When was the deadline for the May meeting? 

Robert Hammond: Is it next week? 

Nina Boyd: Yes. 

Jack Boyd: Oy! 

Penny Dunseth: Ten days before May 5.  I’m sorry. My calendar. 

Ken Williams: It is May 5
th

, correct? 

Nina Boyd: It’s next week. 

Penny Dunseth: It will be once you approve it. 

Ken Williams: Ok, that’s right. 

Penny Dunseth: You did. 

Inaudible 

Ken Williams: Ok. So… 

Nina Boyd: Next Tuesday the 21
st
 

David Boyd: This is not a time sensitive document so if it takes longer to come up with product 

that we’re satisfied with let’s take the time. 

Ken Williams: Ok. 



Linda Lindholm: Can I add one thing to it that I thought I noticed was missing?  I think you did a 

good job on delineating it.  But after the second paragraph I’d like to add something about the 

math.  And that’s… 

Jack Bedell: Yes, yes, yes.  And that’s in my roundtable because that came up in the NSBA 

meeting.   

Linda Lindholm: Oh, I think because I thought the math was not noted and I just wanted to 

sentences, “The New Math Standards are overly complicated and confusing.”  That is a comment 

I would add at… 

Jack Bedell: Ok. 

Linda Lindholm: the bottom of the second paragraph.   

Ken Williams: Ok. 

Linda Lindholm: I’ll just write it for you and hand it right over.   

Ken Williams: Just an academic question, so.  In light of our desire to make this unbiased and 

factual, would that be put under the panelist oppositions argument. 

Linda Lindholm: I think it would… 

Ken Williams: Because that’s a position… 

Linda Lindholm: Well it, no. 

Ken Williams: I agree with it. 

Linda Lindholm: Well that is what we heard. 

David Boyd: Yeah. 

Linda Lindholm: This is saying what we heard from the people the second paragraph says what 

we heard from the people.  And I think I heard from a lot of the people who came that the math 

standards were overly complicated and confusing. 

Robert Hammond: Yeah because that’s what… 

Jack Bedell: That was from the public. 

Linda Lindholm: And that was from the public.  That’s not from me.  I’m not putting my input 

on that. 

Robert Hammond: So, and just because, Dr. Bedell if I understand you that basically the second 

paragraph is a summation to a certain degree of what the public was saying. 



Linda Lindholm: Yes. 

Jack Bedell: Summarizing, encapsulating.  

David Boyd: When Dr. Bedell and I were in Nashville, we attended a workshop on, I don’t know 

how you would label it, sort of concerns of Common Core or…Anyway, it was about an hour 

and a half of comments from people throughout the country on what the problems were in 

getting information to the public, accurate information.  And many of the things that we 

perceive, all that stuff on the Internet, what’s true what’s not true.  They also gave an example of 

what was it, of 4
th

 grade math test question?  And while I’m a supporter of Common Core, I’m 

glad I don’t have to take that test.   

Ken Williams: Very good.  Any other comments, we have before this board a motion to table 

this.  We pass our sub-committee members Bedell and Hammond to fine tune and wordsmith the 

document.  And we had some comments by Trustee Lindholm on specifics for her.  Any other 

comments before we would take the vote to table this? 

Nina Boyd: Just another observation.  Jack had called your attention to # 10 but there’s some 

more grammatical in that line.  If you would just, it say personal and I think you mean personnel. 

Jack Boyd: Oh yes, personnel.  Thank you very much.  Thank you very much.  

Nina Boyd: And there were a couple of other… 

Jack Bedell: Thank you. 

Ken Williams: Can we have staff Nina help go over the grammar of this.  It’s probably going to 

change. 

Nina Boyd: If we get it in time. 

Ken Williams: How much time do we have to submit this before the May 5
th

 meeting by the 

way? 

Penny Dunseth: The 21
st
 is the deadline. 

Ken Williams: The 21
st
 is the deadline. 

Nina Boyd: Next Tuesday. 

Ken Williams: Next Tuesday. 

Nina Boyd: We actually got it yesterday so that was why, we didn’t change anything.  I mean, 

so… 

Ken Williams: Ok. 



Nina Boyd: We’ve been going back and forth and trying to. 

Ken Williams: Do you think you guys can do it? 

Jack Bedell: We’ll do it! 

Robert Hammond: We’ll do it. 

Ken Williams: Very good. Ok, umm, all those in favor of tabling this to our May 5
th

 meeting say 

AYE.  Opposed, abstain, motion passes 5-0 on tabling item J-6. 

J.7 

Ken Williams: Moving on to item J.7 which is the new dates for May, July, and August.  Just to 

get it on discussion may I have a motion for such?   

Robert Hammond: So moved. 

Linda Lindholm: Second. 

Ken Williams: Ok.  Very good.  And let’s go to the discussion.  Any thoughts, concerns on these 

new board dates? 

Linda Lindholm: Mr. President, um, on the May 5
th

, our meeting time is 10:00 o’clock.  I was 

looking for the budget workshop time?  What time does work well. 

Ken Williams: Good question.  We did talk about this a little bit about this in Executive 

Committee and this is a good time to share with us your vision for this.  It was my understanding 

that we’re going to start at specifically around 10:00 o’clock and do the pledge and just getting 

the meeting started and then have time specific, um I (inaudible) to go over like what your 

discussing here, what you like to do?  And then have public comments attached to that? 

Linda Lindholm: Well, I’m asking the entire, my colleagues, if we would start at 10, I think I 

heard some stuff from Mr. Wenkart, that we could maybe split some of the public testimony.  

We would need like probably 15 minutes there.  And then the 30 for the regular meeting?  

Because if we did 45 minutes, we’d never get to the budget workshop during that time.  So we 

would start at 10 with the flag salute and the prayer and then public testimony regarding the 

budget, and then if be so willing to have a 20 minute presentation on the budget, kind of a page 

by page of, ok-here’s what we’re doing.  And then board member comments. 

Ken Williams: Ok. 

Jack Bedell: Is that a sub-meeting within the meeting kind of thing? 



Linda Lindholm: Yeah.  Instead of having a separate day?  I’m used to a 4 hour budget workshop 

on a separate day.  But we could do this as an hour segment of a regular day and save people 

time, staff, and get the comments in. 

Jack Bedell: So it would be a time certain.  We’d open up the 10:00 o’clock with a time certain 

at 10:15.  Budget until 11:15 if needed or something like that.   

Linda Lindholm: Right. 

Jack Bedell: Yeah. 

David Boyd: And the regular meeting would have a time certain of 11 then. 

Linda Lindholm: Correct. 

Jack Bedell: Yeah, yeah. 

Ken Williams: I haven’t gone over that meeting but Penny (inaudible), there’s probably a lot 

there that’s required according to what we typically do for a meeting so we’ll go over that, keep 

working on that, probably tomorrow. 

Jack Bedell: Would that be Mr. Chairman if we have it as just a time certain within a regular 

meeting, do we have to go through all that? 

Ken Williams: Wouldn’t that just be a time certain? 

Jack Bedell: Yeah, it would just be a time certain.  Right? 

Linda Lindholm: It can be.  It just needs to be specifically a budget workshop that’s going to take 

about an hour.  You know, not 10 minutes.  It’s it’s it’s instead of having a 4 hour budget 

workshop we’re going to do an hour. 

Ken Williams: So, in your vision, you’re used to a 4 hour workshop. 

Linda Lindholm: I’m used to a 4 hour workshop. 

Ken Williams: Ok.  So this is new for use.  I think it’s good, it’s healthy.  I like the dialogue and 

the transparency.  And I’m flexible. So, we can do, do you think that this may go to an hour and 

a half?  

Linda Lindholm: Well, if there are enough issues or questions, then they fall through to the next 

meeting or something.  And I understand that there won’t be the accurate numbers.  Totally 

understand that.  It’s a budget workshop. 

Ken Williams: It’s a workshop. 

Linda Lindholm: It’s a workshop. 



Ken Williams: It’s not the final budget that we’re required by law to do. 

Linda Lindholm: It’s not the final $8,172.00, numbers.  It’s not, it’s oka.  Here’s where this 

money is going, here’s where this money is going.  It’s educational to a great degree.   

Ken Williams: And it promotes the concept of transparency. 

Linda Lindholm: Yeah, and it allows the parent, the public, to have input.   

Ken Williams: Ok. 

Linda Lindholm: Which I think is very important. 

Ken Williams: Is there anything specific that you would like to see? 

Linda Lindholm: I think just an overall, ok, this is what we spent last year.  This is what we spent 

the year before. This is what we’re pulling out from reserves. I’m a little interested in travel.  I’d 

like to see that broken down to a few departments.  More than just a line item.  So a few things 

like that. 

Ken Williams: So, as we’re developing this.  This is brand new.  This is an evolution and maybe 

not what we like the first year but maybe next May maybe something like that could change.  I 

agree with the issue of transparency on travel.  That’s something that my constituents are always 

very, very concerned with and we have a pretty high travel budget there.  I also would be 

interested on every single grant that we have above $5,000, to know what they are.  Because 

that’s, that was a concern I iterated last June or July, and I’d like to know what all those grants 

are. 

Linda Lindholm: So what you’re asking, I think in regards to grants, we, because we um, there 

was an ad hoc committee with Trustee Boyd, is to put those like the Title I’s, the federal grants.  

Ok, these are the standard grants we need for our deaf and hard of hearing.  These are the 

standard grants.  And then delineate a few of the, the minor grants.  But you want a $5,000…well 

we can decide at that point.  To me $25,000 might be more important.   

Ken Williams: There again the concept was that, you know, we get grants that come before us 

and the Superintendent applies for grants.  I’d like to know all of our grants.  Because as Mr. 

Arthur pointed out today, it may be 1.1 million dollars but what’s the cost of implementing that.  

There are other costs that go into it that we need to consider and these are important things.  So, 

um, as far as like specific with travel, I don’t want to identify staff people… 

Linda Lindholm: Oh no, no,no. 

Ken Williams: But I think maybe departments and reasons for the travel that would be important 

for transparency. 



Linda Lindholm: That would be helpful.  If you have 5 people attending a certain conference, 

that kind of thing.  I’m pretty sure she can put that out in a way.  I don’t want to know item by 

item by item by item.  That’s not helpful. 

Nina Boyd: One of the things I pointed out to the Executive Committee because our travel, part 

of it being a high number, is there’s a lot of regional work that we do and we have district staff 

who travel that come under.  We have consultants who travel because we provide our resources.  

We have GLAD which almost all of that budget is travel in terms of things that they’re doing.  

Many of the programs that we operate and we do have regional responsibilities, Imperial County, 

San Diego County, our county, so people are traveling back and forth.  So, when you’re talking 

about travel and then our mileage, our principals, our staff who are itinerant, travel back and 

forth to locations and so if they don’t get mileage from home to their base, but if they’re going 

between sites they get mileage.  And so there’s a lot of, so when you’re talking about breaking it 

out, we probably need to dialogue away from this in terms of what specifically.  Because if we’re 

doing it by groups or if it’s just travel in terms of conferences and registrations and that type of 

travel, you’re talking about travel to operate and administer the work that we’re required to do 

then it falls into different categories. 

Linda Lindholm: I think Renee is very talented and she’ll be able to put it.  And it’s not like I’m 

saying you’re spending too much on travel, that’s not the issue.  It’s how is it being spent, not the 

bottom dollar.  And if somebody’s, if you’ve got a lot of conferences, yeah, I kind of like to 

know who all is going to conferences and what the general gist of it is.  But then you’ve got 

mileage, I understand people have this big school district.  It makes a great deal of sense.  So, I 

think we’ll put it in your very good hands… 

Nina Boyd: I mentioned the professional development we do is for the district so that more of 

our staff will go to conferences to get training because they’re coming back to do the training.   

Linda Lindholm: The issue is not to have… 

Nina Boyd: …but we can certainly explain that and provide the information. 

Linda Lindholm: …a line item with $1,790,000.  I don’t want to see just a line item.  I want to 

see it broken down.   

Nina Boyd: We’ll send you some sub-groups and send that to you, see if that works for you 

and…  

Linda Lindholm: Perfect. 

Nina Boyd: …then we can give Renee the information so that she’ll know how to extract it. 

David Boyd:  For this purpose can we eliminate the intra-county travel?  Where we’re just 

reimbursing for mileage from here to… 



Linda Lindholm: That can be a line item. 

David Boyd: …San Clemente or what have you. 

Linda Lindholm: That’s fine. 

David Boyd: Would that make your job a little easier?  We also have a public records request I 

understand.   

Linda Lindholm: I’ve heard there’s one. 

David Boyd: …that addresses the same issue. 

Renee Hendrick: So, yes we can pull out mileage separately so, roundabout out of the 1.7, I think 

(inaudible) over $500,000 of that is mileage. 

David Boyd: Within the county. 

Renee Hendrick: Within the county.  Some of it could fall into San Diego or LA but so it’s local 

travel. 

David Boyd: But it’s local. 

Renee Hendrick: I think the one area we have I’m struggling with a little bit is sometimes if 

we’re doing a conference, inside that travel could be conference registration, hotel, meals, air 

travel, all that stuff combined together. Without pulling out individual documents, it’s kind of 

hard to differentiate at this point but we’re working on ways to do that.   

Linda Lindholm: Good.  Well, wasn’t there an increase of $300,000 this year in travel in that line 

item, approximately. 

Renee Hendrick: Probably yes.  But like Nina has said, a lot of times say Project GLAD we are 

traveling all over the state and actually to other states to provide training… 

Linda Lindholm: Well just write a; this is what we’re doing, this is why we’re spending an 

additional $300,000.  My question, my general question, is why are we spending an additional 

$300,000 over what we spent last year. 

Renee Hendrick: Right.  And remember those were budgeted numbers not actuals so.  Cause the 

actuals are actually much lower. 

Linda Lindholm: I understand it won’t be actual. 

Ken Williams: And Renee, since you’re there.  So it’s all the grants that have to do above 

$5,000.  I like to specifically know what Common Core funds are coming into this budget here.  

So if you can identify that.  I don’t think the purpose of this is to “I gotcha you” type of effect 



here.  It’s more of a transparency.  We have legitimate issues that are being asked by the public 

about the travel.  And if it is legitimate, it will come out and the truth will be truth and if there’s 

anything that is of concern, there’ll be a good discussion about it.  I’m confident of that.  So 

anyway, just my two cents and what I’m hoping and if I can ask Trustee Lindholm, in creating 

this, would you be open to a sub-committee by the public to help you create something even 

better the next year? 

Linda Lindholm: The next year, yeah.  I think we have to get our feet wet first. 

Ken Williams: I consider sub-committee… 

Linda Lindholm: Let’s see how it goes and then, yes.  Of course. 

David Boyd: I would defer my opinion on that. It depends on who’s going to participate on the 

sub-committee and what their background would be. I mean if we’re talking about somebody 

who for example is a certified public accountant or an attorney that specializes in finance, I 

would be receptive to that.  If we’re talking about, for lack of a better term, a political appointee, 

that would concern me.  Be counterproductive.  Let’s put it like that.  Or would not be 

productive.   

Ken Williams: Maybe we can set some qualifications to be on the citizen committee. 

Linda Lindholm: Well. 

Ken Williams: Anyway just ideas I’m thinking about. 

Linda Lindholm: The cart in front of the horse on that one.  I think that we can wait. 

Robert Hammond: Copy on that. 

Linda Lindholm: Yeah. 

Ken Williams: Ok. 

Linda Lindholm: So my motion would on this one would be to just start the May 5
th

 meeting at 

10:00 o’clock. 

David Boyd: Ok. 

Ken Williams: Ok.  We can… 

Linda Lindholm: versus 11. 

Ken Williams: I think there’s a consensus. I don’t know if we need to take a vote on that.  I think 

everybody’s in favor. 

Jack Bedell: At 10? 



Linda Lindholm: At 10 that particular day.  Only May.   

Ken Williams: Ok.  And we’ll be working on that.  That’ll be out too very soon.  Penny and Nina 

and myself and Robert will be working on that.  So what about the July 15
th

 is everybody ok, we 

changed that to July 9
th

.  Are we ok with that? 

David Boyd: um huh. 

Ken Williams: Now’s the time to speak up. 

Linda Lindholm: Yeah 

Ken Williams: Right.  So, we’re scheduled for July 15
th

 and we’ve now made it to July 9
th

.  Ok, 

being that I sense that’s not a problem we’ll continue.  The August board date was July, excuse 

me, August 12
th

 and I think we’ve made it now to the 20
th

.  Is everybody ok with that? 

Jack Bedell: Two meetings that day, right? 

Linda Lindholm: On the 12
th

?   

Nina Boyd: There’s 4:00 o’clock home. 

Linda Lindholm: Oh, ok. Fine. 

Robert Hammond: So August when again, I’m sorry? 

Ken Williams: So it was the 12
th

 and I believe it’s recommended the 20
th

.  Is that what you 

recommend? 

Nina Boyd: And these are all the dates that you all responded to by (inaudible).  There hasn’t 

been else. 

Jack Bedell: The one on the 20
th

 is two meetings. 

Penny Dunseth: It’s a recess and then a new meeting. 

Jack Bedell: And call in, yeah.  

Ken Williams: Wait a minute, wait a minute.  The 20
th

 is 2 meetings? 

Nina Boyd: August always is your meeting at 11:00 a.m. and then you have a recess and then 

you reconvene to adopt textbooks. 

Ken Williams: Ok, ok. 

Jack Bedell: And we just have to tell you where are (inaudible). 

Nina Boyd: You’re not coming back. 



Jack Bedell: We’re going to tell everybody where we are. 

Nina Boyd: And they have to be available… 

Jack Bedell: I’ll be at Linda’s.  She’s having cocktails. 

Ken Williams: Ok, any further questions on the adoptions of the date changes Item J-7. 

Motion… 

Jack Bedell: So moved. 

Ken Williams: And the second on that…I think there’s no more further discussion all those in 

favor say AYE. Oppose, abstain, motion passes 5-0. 

J.8 

Ken Williams: Moving on to Item J-8. 

Robert Hammond: So moved… 

Ken Williams: We have a motion and a second by, I’ll second that. And Robert, since you are 

the author of this, you can have the first opportunity to speak. 

Robert Hammond: Well, Mr. President.  Thank you very much.  This is kind of personal for me.  

My father-in-law served twice in Nam and when I was in the service, all the, anybody who was 

basically a sergeant and above who were training us they were all Vietnam veterans and it was 

interesting serving with guys in the Marine Corp who had fled Nam, including one who had 

actually been in the South Vietnamese Army and was now in the Marine Corp.  Actually it 

wasn’t the army, it was Special Forces for Vietnam.  One of the guys in the Marine Corp none of 

us messed with.  Um, so for me personally, this does mark the 40
th

 year of the Vietnamese 

Community settlement in America that it’s too bad that they had to leave everything behind.  

But, yet I’m glad that they were able to seek freedom here.  They’ve come from nothing it 

appears and together they’ve created a very thriving Vietnamese Community in America, 

specifically, right here in the heart of Orange County.  The community, Little Saigon, has 

become to me a landmark for people all over the world and it’s a symbol of freedom for the 

Vietnamese people abroad and unarguably to me a contribution for prosperity and diversity of 

Orange County. And I’m very thankful and honored to represent a portion of that community and 

I wish the Vietnamese/American community peace, joy, and prosperity. And I would just close 

that I do wish that a constitutional republic freedom and human rights for Vietnam will appear in 

the very near future.  Thank you. 

Ken Williams: Very good.  Any other comments? 

David Boyd: Yes sir.  First of all, let me start out by saying I concur with everything that Trustee 

Hammond just said, but…it goes back to a issue I’ve had with this that I shared with former 



Trustee Parker, that is this really what this board should really be doing?  Is this beyond the 

scope of our mission.  And, this hasn’t bothered me so much, in fact it doesn’t bother me at all, 

except, what are we not honoring this month?  Tomorrow is Holocaust Remembrance Day for 

example.  You know, we’re not doing a resolution for that.  This month is the 70
th

 anniversary of 

the end of WWII.  We’re not doing anything on that. It’s a 150 years since the Civil War ended 

and we’re not doing anything on that.  So, I’ll end it there other than if you go down to the third, 

whereas, I would suggest rather than saying, “whereas the fall of Saigon forced millions of 

Vietnamese to flee their homeland,” we say the “fall of Saigon resulted in millions of 

Vietnamese fleeing their homeland.”  Cause they weren’t forced to leave.  In fact they left at 

great risk to their life.   

Robert Hammond: I think they were forced.  Just talk to the guys that, you know…who had to, 

flee.  I know guys that spent 7-20 years in reeducation camps which are really nothing more than 

hell on earth.  I think they were forced to flee cause I’ve heard stories that those that didn’t flee, 

some were outright executed.  So to me, I think they were forced.  But that’s me. 

Ken Williams: Any other comments.  Ok.  Being that there’s none, we do have a resolution and 

that is Item J-8. 

Linda Lindholm: You can roll-call that one if you want. 

Ken Williams: Oh yeah? 

Linda Lindholm: You can! 

Ken Williams: Ok. 

Robert Hammond: I think just… 

Linda Lindholm: Alright. 

Ken Williams: Ok.  Let’s do a roll-call at the suggestion of Trustee Lindholm?  Will you pole the 

board. 

Penny Dunseth: Trustee Boyd. 

David Boyd: Abstain. 

Robert Hammond: Yes. 

Trustee Williams: Yes. 

Trustee Bedell: Yes. 

Trustee Lindholm: Yes. 



Ken Williams: Ok, motion passes 4-0 with one abstention. Ok. 

Ken Williams:  Okay.  Moving on to there’s no closed session today.  Information items?  Our 

good superintendent? 

L. Information Items 

L.1 

Al Mijares:  Okay.  Thank you, Members of the Board, again, it’s an honor to be with you this 

day and congratulations on moving the meeting so quickly.  Just a couple things let me point out 

to you.  First of all, with respect to those that commented on financial literacy, I couldn’t agree 

with them more.  I think we all are resolved on that point.  Um, I think I mentioned to you the 

last time that Santa Ana High School, um, at the behest of Temple El Barrio and the National 

Diversity Coalition is gonna put on a financial literacy day for students at Santa Ana High 

School.  So this is for students, it’s oriented to students.  Students will be there, only students, 

pretty much and there will be 800 of them.  They are all seniors.  Um, so we have attending the 

event will be a Joseph Otting, who is the President and CEO of One West Bank, uh, Jan Owens 

who is the Commissioner of the Department of Business here in California.  There will be a 

Christa Steele, who is the President and CEO of um, Merchant’s Bank and then they’ll also have 

a Dr. De Leon who is going to be speaking, Executive Director with the Youth Leadership 

Institute, he’ll be speaking also.  So, that’s going to be on April the 28
th

 at Santa Ana High 

School.   

Robert Hammond:  April when sir?   

Al Mijares:  Uh, 28
th

.  

Robert Hammond:  Thank you, sir.   

Al Mijares:  Then we have, um, just a couple of commendations on my part on the 31
st
 of March 

we had the CHEP Expo which was phenomenal.  Um, I continue to be impressed.  I don’t think I 

have…uh, every time I learn more about CHEP I’m more impressed.  So, Nina, thank you, and 

uh, ACCESS, your leadership, your leadership for principals, I certainly want to extoled our 

teachers, um, parents, students, and this was a great opportunity to look at the work of our 

students, independent work that was judged and they were given awards, um, but they can 

compete with the country for that matter, uh, and they just did a great job.  So, I wanted to 

celebrate that.  And then also I wanted to uh, let you know that we had the National History Day 

award ceremony where there were over 450 students from 32 schools and 11 districts and uh, it 

was there opportunity to accept the challenge to be a history detective.  The theme was 

leadership and legacy in history.  So, it was interesting to see these products that were created by 

our students that underscored the importance of history and many of them had a civil rights 

perspective like rights of the individual, rights of the group and you know, how do you 



differentiate between the two, and what’s good and what isn’t good, what’s challenging or not.  

So, that was uh, that was a great opportunity to be part of and um, also I want to let you know 

that um, El Sol Charter School here in Santa Ana, Susan Moss was in the audience here a little 

bit ago.  I was going to thank for this and I will of course, because she was one of the, the – she 

and Cathy Savene (spelling?), basically, uh, the uh, former principal at Heninger Elementary in 

Santa Ana were the ones that started El Sol and today it has become , uh, an exemplar.  People 

are coming from all over the country to visit Ex Sol, El Sol, excuse me, Science and Arts 

Academy.  And um, what I love about it is it takes students right from the neighborhood.  You 

know, you don’t uh, unlike OCHSA which is a wonderful school, it’s catchment area is pretty 

much the West, because you have people coming from other counties to attend OCHSA.  In that 

school, the right neighborhood kids who are at the poverty level.  The parents speak only 

Spanish, they’re transitioning, they’re English learners transitioning into the second language 

English and uh, their parents do not have a lot of education, formal education.  And the kids are 

out performing all other peers.  So, that’s compliments to them.  Um, so, we’re going to – there’s 

going to be a, um, High Hopes Luncheon.  I happen to be on the committee to raise funds for 

that.  And that luncheon will be on May 12
th

, so if you would like to come to that let me know.   

Robert Hammond:  I would be interested.  

Al Mijares:  We’ll make, uh, we’ll make arrangements.  Okay, that’s all I have Mr. President on 

my reports.  Thank you.   

Ken Williams:  Very good.  Thank you, sir.  Nina? 

Nina Boyd:  Uh, just as a reminder, uh, you have just approved the next board meeting to be 

Tuesday, May 5
th

 beginning at 10:00 a.m.  I wanted to bring to your attention that, uh, this month 

every year, we have Very Special Arts Festival and it will be having its opening ceremony this 

Saturday, April 18 at Westfield Main Place Santa.  Uh, it will begin at 11 o’clock a.m. in the 

Macy’s court lower level of the mall.  The theme this year is Getting to Know You and if you 

have never attended, it is a phenomenal opportunity to see, uh, young people, um, and those who 

have transitioned to early adulthood perform, speak to the community to show, uh, their, uh, 

unique talents and it’s phenomenal.  Um, I’ve attended past several years along with many of our 

other cabinet members.  We have some staff that also are in the mall a long with uh, other arts 

individuals throughout the county and they’re doing a lot of things for kids.  There’s face 

painting, there’s jewelry making, uh, there’s just a lot of activities and it’s very special.  So, if 

you have the opportunity it’s 11 to about 4 o’clock on Saturday.  And, just as a reminder, Penny 

is polling the board with regards to adding a second meeting in June.  We have very limited dates 

in terms of that she’ll be providing us options.  So we’re really asking you all to work with your 

calendars.  Part of our challenge is that the two meetings need to be at least one week apart and 

the second is that we do have a number of graduations for our programs and so we don’t want to 

have a board meeting at the same time that we’re celebrating student success and achievement.  

So, I just wanted to call that to your attention as well.   



Ken Williams:  Okay.  Very good.   

Robert Hammond:  Question.  Would a Saturday even be an option for a board meeting or is it 

not, not?   

(Laughter) 

Linda Lindholm:  No. 

Robert Hammond:  No?  Sorry.   

Ken Williams:  I personally wouldn’t want a Saturday.  A night meeting would be ok with me.  

But… 

Linda Lindholm:  No.   

Ken Williams:  And you don’t like night meetings?   

Linda Lindholm:  I don’t like night meetings.   

Ken Williams:  Okay, so we’re going to be determining the second meeting in June based 

upon… 

Penny Dunseth:  I’ve gotten two or three responses already so – (inaudible). 

Ken Williams:  Okay, very good.  So we’ll be getting that back to everybody.  Any other um, 

information, communication from the staff or anything like that?   

L.3 

Ken Williams:  Moving on to Executive Committee – um…obviously the preparation for today’s 

meeting.  Real quick, we had a communication from our good superintendent.  Uh, I 

subsequently had a conversation with our attorney on the issue of budgetary authority, uh, he 

recommended, he needed more time to review at what was given to us and he recommended hold 

off any public comments and he’ll get back to us.  Perhaps our May 5
th

 meeting we’ll have an 

opportunity to dialogue with him.  We’ll do some sort of telecommunication thing.  Um, moving 

on, also I need permission because there are conversations, ongoing dialogue, uh, there’s a 

document that Ron presented or I gave to Ron, either last month or the previous month that came 

from Cole and Cota regarding their engagement and it was a contract and I was asked if we’re 

going to have further dialogue that I get that back to him.  Um, we didn’t sign it on time because 

we didn’t think we needed to have any further dialogue.  

Nina Boyd:  It’s the retainer document.  But it was a global document that he provided unlimited 

services and so forth… 

Ken Williams:  Right. Correct.   



Nina Boyd:  So I think that has come forth – before the whole board in terms of what you all are 

going to do.  

Ken Williams:  Right. Right.  So I was asked to get that back to him.  It wasn’t signed because 

again we didn’t think we needed to go further.  Um, so I’m going to need to have um, the 

consent of the board to be able to sign that – to have that further dialogue.   

Jack Bedell:  Whose the “he” that is in the reference? 

Ken Williams:  Daniel King from Cole and Cota.   

Jack Bedell:  So he is not our Ron, it’s the other lawyer? 

Ken Williams:  He is the lawyer that represented us on the opinion regarding in-house counsel 

and budgetary authority.  

Jack Bedell:  (Inaudible) What could this board approve to spend with that little firm? 

Ken Williams:  Um, $5,000.00 I believe for both of them.   

Jack Bedell:  Grand total.   

Ken Williams:  That’s the grand total.   

Jack Bedell:  But, that’s what we’ve been billed?   

Nina Boyd:  Well, we have some more – my understanding from Contracts is we’ve received 

another invoice.  There were actually two things that you did with Cota Cole for $5,000.00 each.  

One came in last uh, and then on the other one, on the budgetary authority what had just 

exceeded uh, five thousand and uh, I haven’t received the other documents.  I think that we’re 

over currently by a thousand or two.  Um, but again, I don’t have the particulars because I was 

just informed that this morning as we get the documents.  Because the invoices came into the 

department, so they have not forwarded them to Penny and myself as of yet.   

Jack Bedell:  I’m sorry, I’m brain dead I apologize for that.  So, we originally made a motion to 

spend $5,000.00.   

Nina Boyd:  On this topic. 

Jack Bedell:  One motion?  

Nina Boyd:  Yes.   

Jack Bedell:  But you said we’ve made two motions to spend $5,000.00?   

Nina Boyd:  You had something prior to the budget.  I’m trying to remember the issue that you 

have been – back in, um, the early part of… 



Jack Bedell:  The first issue... 

David Boyd:  It was the attorney right? 

Ken Williams:  The in-house counsel issue. 

Nina Boyd:  The in-house counsel.   

Ken Williams:  Opinion. 

Nina Boyd:  Right.  So that was taken care of.   

Jack Bedell:  And that was the first $5,000.00?   

Nina Boyd:  That was the first $5,000.00. 

Ken Williams:  And that was under.   

Nina Boyd:  And that came in under.  

Ken Williams:  How much under?   

Nina Boyd:  I’m not sure.  

Ken Williams:  Okay.   

Nina Boyd: Um.  And then this… 

Jack Bedell:  (Inaudible) Almost, $3,500.00.  I mean that’s… 

Nina Boyd:  Yeah.  Somewhere around there.   

Ken Williams:  You can get those.  You asked me (inaudible). 

Nina Boyd:  Because, well, I gave them to you um, but it’s been three months.  So we’ll get 

those pulled again and then all the recent documents so that you’ll have them prior to the May 5
th

 

meeting as well.  But, um, what you approved was $5,000.00 on the budgetary.  And so, if you 

are going beyond that and I think that’s what he’s eluding to he needs the retainer document so 

that he can continue to dialogue and um, support the board.  The question you all need to uh, 

address, is what’s the approval or what’s the dollar value in terms of because the retainer is a 

blanket retainer.  It’s not a…and so that… 

Jack Bedell:  It’s open ended you mean? 

Nina Boyd:  It’s open ended.  There’s not a – and what you all pointed out previously is you 

wanted a cap on what that was and that’s why the $5,000.00 was put on there.  So, the retainer, 

unless it’s amended to be… 



Ken Williams:  Right.  

Nina Boyd:  For just the amount.  I don’t think that… 

Ken Williams:  It needed to be amended to reflect whatever the board approves.  I don’t like an 

open ended retainer.   

Jack Bedell:  Again, Mr. Chairman, I apologize.  My understanding is we approve $5,000.00 for 

the in-house counsel.  Then we approved another motion for $5,000.00 for budget advice and 

that $5,000.00 was exceeded by the amount of time they worked.  So, we have a problem that we 

have some difference between 5,000 and X that we owe and that we need a subsequent motion 

for.   

Nina Boyd:  But I’m not suggesting that you make a motion on that right now.   

Jack Bedell:  No. No. No. No.  I meant at some point in time.  

Nina Boyd:  Yes.  Yes.  That would be correct.   

Ron Wenkart:  We should probably put this on the agenda for the next board meeting and then 

we could report back how much has been spent.  How many invoices we have and we can 

provide a copy of the retainer agreement because it just has the hourly rate in that retainer 

agreement and it is open ended.  So, we can present all that to the board for discussion at the next 

board meeting in Action and then you can decide what you want to do.  If you want to put a cap 

on it then we’ll just have them re-write it after you take action.  And then they’ll re-write it and 

uh, and then send it back to us and then you’ll sign it after that.   

Jack Bedell:  And we’ve got a third option and that was about the stipulated agreements right?  

And we decided not to go further with that.  Is that right? 

Ron Wenkart:  Right.  That’s correct.   

Jack Bedell:  Thank you.  I want to be sure my head is working.  (Laughter) 

Ken Williams:  No. No. No. I, I, I know this can, can be overwhelming. So, um, my, my goal in 

representing this board is not to exceed a certain amount that is established.  And I will express 

it, nothing has been um, iterated in my communication with Mr. King.  Uh, about any further 

funds.  So, we have already said $5,000.00 was the maximum.  Um, I’m going to have to talk 

with him about that because that’s all that we authorized.   

Jack Bedell:  On each item?  

Ken Williams:  On each item.  So, um, and this is a good conversation.  I didn’t expect it to go 

this far.  Is this an appropriate conversation? Under round table?   



Ron Wenkart:  Uh, yes.  I, cuz  I think we’re going to put it on the agenda for the next meeting to 

complete the discussion.  But I think this is to kind of give everybody an idea of what’s going to 

be put on the agenda for the next board meeting.   

Ken Williams:  Right.  So, um, so, just to make you all feel comfortable.  I have not committed 

anything beyond what we have as a board.  Um, said that we would pay and, and I would never 

make that without the board’s consent.  Um, uh, so, what I need though is some sort of direction 

from the board, um, do we want to have a further dialogue on this issue with, with our legal 

counsel?  I think we do.   

Jack Bedell:  What issue?  What is the issue in this case?   

Ken Williams: Okay, so we have a document that uh, was sent to us by our good superintendent, 

um and there were issues raised in that document.   

Jack Bedell:  That are contrary to the other document? 

Ken Williams:  That may be contrary.  Right.  And, in my conversation with our legal counsel, 

was a very interesting conversation.  And I wish I could’ve taped it for everybody.  But he 

suggested that if we want to go further and have a dialogue with him, just to understand, uh, his 

perspective and to give counsel to the board that he would be more than willing to do that.   

Jack Bedell:  Now, that’s our, not Romo but the other one.   

Ken Williams:  That is Mr. Daniel King.   

Jack Bedell:  King.   

Ken Williams:  From Cole and Cota.   

Jack Bedell:  I got ya.   

David Boyd:  Would you anticipate going into closed session for that discussion?   

Ken Williams:  Um, that’s – that’s a good question because… 

David Boyd:  I would suggest you not.  Um, simply because we’ve been completely transparent 

to date, uh, we have share our attorney’s opinion with the world, our superintendent has shared 

his attorney’s opinion with the world and I don’t really see any need to go in closed session.  I 

would hope that the goal of this board ultimately is just to arrive at the proper answer and not 

necessarily be a win.   

Ken Williams:  So, I, I don’t know if I can have flexibility and maybe our attorney will say this 

is attorney-client privilege.  And so, if I can have some flexibility, I know that you just expressed 

yourself.  I don’t know what he is going to recommend.  So, that would be something the 

executive committee would be making a decision on.  So I need flexibility on that.   



Jack Bedell:  I understand you need the flexibility.  But I don’t want to be party – known to be 

partied to anything that’s going to take us down the path that’s going to be inherently divisive 

and doesn’t work out to the best interest of our students and the operation of this board. So, when 

the flexibility that I’m willing to (inaudible), I hope that, that is… 

Nina Boyd:  Jack can you scoot up, he can’t hear?   

Jack Bedell:  I hope that that’s an overriding goal.  That the goal of this is to make the board a 

better board and the goal of this is to help our children and to not have any spraying contest 

between or among entities.  That’s just my gut feeling.  And that’s why I support the flexibility.  

That’s with the understanding.   

Ken Williams:  Okay.  

Linda Lindholm:  I think I totally anticipated uh, an opposite opinion.  

Jack Bedell:  (Laughter) 

Linda Lindholm:  Or just logical.  Uh, I, I, think between the two it’s workable.  I like to work 

together with people and move forward as much as possible.  Uh, if, so, I don’t know that we 

need it right now.  I think I hear you saying you do, feel we do.  Um, if there was an additional 

conversation, say, a thousand dollars?  I love attorneys, they like to make a lot of money.  

(Laughter)  And their hourly rate, man I would love to make an hourly rate that an attorney 

makes.  Uh, but I could see if you wanted an additional thousand dollars to talk.  That’s four 

hours, hopefully.  Maybe not at your rate. 

Ron Wenkart:  No.  But, you know, well if you do it over the phone of course that would save 

time and money.  But let me just add one thing.  If, if you go into closed session, you can only go 

into closed session to talk about potential litigation, if you’re going to have a general discussion 

it has to be in open session.  So, you would have to list it on the agenda as Anticipated Litigation 

or the Initiation of Litigation, uh, and so that might have ramifications so you should consider 

that.   

Jack Bedell:  I – that’s exactly what I really – Trustee Lindholm put it much more elegantly than 

I did.  I think that we could get dinged or getting dangerously close as my 5
th

 grade educated 

mother would say to buy a problem you don’t need to buy.  And I think we made – this is – that 

piece could be very premature for me.  And its nature be incendiary.  By just the way it has to be 

phrased, I think that sends a statement to our public that I hope is not reality and that I think that 

we’ve got these opinions.  I think Trustee Lindholm is absolutely right on.  Celso paris as they 

would say in Paris.  You’ve got two separate opinions by two separate funding people.  What 

else is new, it’s Wednesday, or Thursday across the dateline.  I mean there’s nothing new in this.  

I mean the specific language is you know, but, big surprise.  So, I think there’s not an issue right 



now and I’m willing to not buy trouble.  And that’s why I’m nervous about how that even has to 

be phrased.   

Ron Wenkart:  Yeah, the Brown Act requires it be phrased that way.  

Jack Bedell: Yes.  

Linda Lindholm:  It does.  Yeah, I’m not – I agree, I’m not interested in going – but you forgot 

equal land purchase.   

Ron Wenkart:  Oh yeah.  But this doesn’t involve land purchase.   

Linda Lindholm:  (Laughter) 

Ron Wenkart:  I didn’t mention that, but yeah, that’s the other basis for going into closed session.   

Linda Lindholm:  Those are the two. Yeah, those are a couple of the reasons.  One is threat of 

litigation if you want to purchase land.  Uh, but, uh, I don’t see a need for closed session now, I, 

I think we work together, we’ve got a budget workshop coming up.  I’m looking forward to it.  

And uh, if, if, if you feel the need for um a couple hours on the telephone.  I’m, I’m not opposed 

to that.  But, uh, I don’t need a closed session right now.   

Ken Williams:  Okay.  Um, the only hesitation is that there is some disagreement by our attorney 

with what was said by Mr. Romo and uh, just to make clear.  Um, are you aware of it?  Do you 

feel comfortable enough without receiving legal counsel that your decision is firm that you don’t 

want to have any further dialogue with this – with our attorney? 

Jack Bedell:  You’re speaking to me personally.  Absolutely, right now, yes.   

Linda Lindholm:  I do, right now.  It doesn’t mean I would want to open it up later.  

Jack Bedell:  Exactly.   

Linda Lindholm:  But I do right now.  But I don’t know the rest of my colleagues.  I don’t know.  

They haven’t chimed in yet.   

David Boyd:  We’ve operated on this basis for decades.  Literally, decades, with the status quo.  I 

agree with Trustee Lindholm, there may come a time down the line where we need to revisit this 

issue.  But right now, I really don’t see, see a dispute.  Now, I, I, feel confident and hopeful that 

we can work with the superintendent to everybody’s mutual vested interest.   

Linda Lindholm:  I am supportive if you need uh um, or you feel because I’m not part of the 

conversations another few hours to speak on the telephone with the – our attorney, uh, I’m more 

than happy to support that at the next meeting.  I don’t know that we can – we can (inaudible) 

today.   



Ken Williams:  No, we won’t.  We can’t.  Obviously there’s nothing… 

Linda Lindholm:  But I’m more than happy to if you want to have a conversation of –three hour 

– two hour – three hours with a (inaudible) (laughter). 

Ken Williams:  (Inaudible) Is that there – you guys have already made your decision.  You 

haven’t talked to the attorney and you’re not fully informed.   

Jack Bedell:  That’s insulting isn’t it?  

Ken Williams:  Well, heavens no.   

David Boyd:  I would hope that we’re informed… 

Jack Bedell:  No, but I… 

Ken Williams:  I don’t mean to insult you.  That’s my intent.  But, you know, it’s just like if you 

haven’t seen your doctor and you don’t know everything and somebody says this is what you 

have, you talk to a specialist.   

Jack Bedell:  If I’m not fully informed than you… 

Ken Williams:  You’re not fully informed.   

Jack Bedell:  Then why isn’t – why didn’t he put it in the letter to make me fully informed? 

Ken Williams:  Who didn’t? 

Jack Bedell:  The lawyer. 

Ken Williams:  Well, that’s why I’m having this conversation cuz I don’t want to go further and 

make all these bills and go down this road and then everybody in here is unhappy with it – with 

what was done.  And so, that’s why we’re having this conversation.  I need to have input.  If you 

feel so totally comfortable without having our attorney’s opinion, um, I, I, feel more comfortable 

after talking with him about it.  But he revealed a lot to me.  Again, I’m not an attorney, but he 

revealed a lot to me, that I thought was very interesting and it gave me insight.  And, again, you 

don’t have that insight.  

Robert Hammond:  Um, Mr. President? Perhaps it would be beneficial then – I realize we can’t 

because of Brown Act considerations, um, I’d say to give you that flexibility then if you feel like 

we need to have the flexibility of having short meeting on the phone.  Um, I don’t want to 

say…it’s a private meeting. 

Linda Lindholm:  Can’t do it.   

Robert Hammond:  You know.  



Linda Lindholm:  No, I mean that’s a… you can’t.  There’s no threat of litigation right now.  To 

my understanding – there is none.   

Ron Wenkart:  (Inaudible)  The only way you can meet with… 

Ken Williams:  Are you in conflict now?   

Ron Wenkart:  Well no, I don’t think so.  I’m just advising you on the Brown Act. Um… 

Ken Williams:  Okay. 

Ron Wenkart:  The only way you can go into closed session with the attorney is to – is litigation.  

So it either has to be initiation of litigation or anticipated litigation.  You can’t have a general 

discussion with the attorney in closed session.  You could have the general discussion with the 

attorney in open session.  So, if you wanted Mr. King to come to a meeting or do it over the 

phone in open session.  You can do it in open session. 

David Boyd:  And he can point out the, you know, perceived weaknesses in Mr. Romo’s opinion 

in open session.  If we want to pay for it.   

Ken Williams:  If we want to pay for it.  And that’s why I’m kind of in a dilemma here.  Um… 

Linda Lindholm:  Would, would he be able – would – see it’s going to be a tit for tat.  If we got a 

memo, from our attorney challenging a few of the issues there’s going to be another memo going 

– challenging back.  I mean, attorneys, that’s how they make a living.   

Jack Bedell:  (Laughter) 

David Boyd: On fairness to the attorneys too… 

Linda Lindholm:  Well I know you’re an attorney.  (Laughter) 

David Boyd:  It’s the Education Code that is so confusing.  And, yeah, I could make a good fake 

argument on – for either law firm.  And I think they have.  And I think both Cota Cole, as well as 

Mr. Romo’s firm has represented their interest appropriately.   

Jack Bedell:  Is there some way we’d want today, we could make, uh, respectfully request him to 

come to speak to us for an hour at our main meeting?   

Ron Wenkart:  Mr. King?   

Jack Bedell:  And be in compliance with anything on the agenda or anything?   

Ron Wenkart:  Well, you can ask Mr. King to come to the board meeting on May 5
th

 and put it 

on open session and have him discuss his legal opinion.  Or if he wants to give a rebuttal to Mr. 



Romo’s legal opinion, he could put it on the agenda and he could, you know, give his point of 

view or his analysis of Mr. Romo’s.   

Jack Bedell:  What do we do about the fact that we’re already overspend what we have?  

Ron Wenkart: You’re going to have to up it.  I mean you’ll have to amend the… 

Jack Bedell:  At what point?   

Ron Wenkart:  Um, well.  I, I think we put that on the agenda on May 5
th

 so that you can amend 

the uh, retainer agreement to set a new limit so that we can then process a payment to Mr. King.  

Factoring in… 

Jack Bedell:  So we do both of those things in May?   

Ron Wenkart:  Yeah, we could do both of those things in May.   

Jack Bedell:  Then why don’t we do that then.  I feel more comfortable with having that 

presentation here, rather than – and this is not – all board members hear the same thing.   

Ken Williams:  Let me ask you this – or let me get your opinion on a scenario.  What happens 

when Mr. King says this is attorney client information and it’s best that I give this to you, uh, in 

closed session under pending litigation?  What happens if he says that to me?   

Jack Bedell:  Then I would vote No on that cuz I don’t… 

David Boyd:  Well the client can always waive the attorney-client privilege.  And that’s what we 

would be doing.  We would say, ok we recognize the risk and we’re willing to go forward in 

open session.   

Linda Lindholm:  Yeah.  Because I’m not interested in doing any litigation.   

Ken Williams:  No one is.   

Linda Lindholm:  Well, well – I mean, that’s I mean when you said that attorney-client privilege 

I mean… 

Ken Williams:  It’s not us doing the litigation.  Maybe another party initiating litigation.   

Linda Lindholm:  If that happens then we’ll know about it.  And then we’ll have a really good 

budget.   

Ron Wenkart:  So the Brown Act really narrows it down to just litigation.  The attorney-client 

privilege is broader than the Brown Act.  But in the public sector, the Brown Act narrows it 

down just to litigation.  You can only go in to closed session.  If you’re threatening litigation or 



thinking of initiating litigation or you’re concerned that you’re going to get sued, then you can 

go into closed session.  Or if you’re already sued.   

David Boyd:  Question, Mr. President.  What, um, other party could possibly be a participant in 

litigation in this matter?   

Ken Williams:  Well, suppose, we as a board, decide that our budget is not good, there’s 

something there we would want to move.  We add, amend or change, call it what you may, um, 

whether you use line item veto, or amend, change, or add or remove.  Let’s suppose we do that 

and the budget is different than what is submitted to us.  And then, um, we pass that budget as 

amended.  And uh, the superintendent says, I don’t like that.  And then takes action against the 

board.   

Jack Bedell:  You mean sues us? 

Ken Williams:  Well – I’m not – again. 

Jack Bedell:  But I don’t know what that means.   

Ken Williams:  Takes action that can be um, a note to a judge and put a  

Jack Bedell:  Stay on it. 

Ken Williams:  Stay on that.  Yeah.   

Linda Lindholm:  But it’s all hypothetical right now.  

Ken Williams:  All hypothetical. 

Linda Lindholm:  It’s hypothetical.  I – it’s been a pleasure to work with Superintendent Mijares 

and I believe we’ve worked together on the budget.  I mean that’s, that’s my hope and my belief 

and I kinda like to stay it there right now.  I’d like to stay at that level and if we get to issues, I 

hope we just work it out.  Versus, um, I’m sorry, I don’t need to pay more attorneys.  (Laughter) 

Ron Wenkart:  That’s ok with me.  I, I can’t comment on the substance.  But I can advise on the 

Brown Act.  And Brown Act would, as I said requires that you have anticipated litigation or 

threatened litigation… 

Linda Lindholm:  Yeah.  Yeah. I know. 

Ron Wenkart:  In order to go into closed session.  

Linda Lindholm:  Okay.  And that’s really all you can say.  So, I’m not – unless, unless we have 

received something additionally I’m ok with it as it stands right now.  Or, I am also ok with, um, 

having on the next budget an item that you can spend four hours on the telephone.  (Inaudible) 



Or, that you need a memo to the board because we don’t know what he’s saying and that you 

know, that might be, but that’s the discussion you could have.   

Ken Williams:  Okay.  Let’s go down that, that road.  Rather than having something in closed 

session, or open session, and have someone be here.  How about a memo outlining… 

Linda Lindholm:  He can send a memo, we just have to pay him for it.   

Ken Williams:  That’s, that’s right.   

Linda Lindholm:  Yeah.  That’s ok.  Put it on the next agenda that you need a memo.  That’s 

absolutely fine.  That’s public record.   

Ken Williams:  So, so, you would be in favor of a thousand dollars for a memo outlining.   

Linda Lindholm:  That’s fine.   

Ken Williams:  Okay, that would be client… 

Linda Lindholm:  But we have to do that next time, cuz I don’t think we have a budgetary 

amount on… 

Ron Wenkart: Right we can put it on the – agenda for the next… 

Ken Williams: So, if we did that what amount would be what the board would want?  

Jack Bedell:  Well, we already owe him money right?   

Ken Williams:  Well, that concerns me.  This is the first I’ve heard this.   

David Boyd:  I think the next step might be is to ask the attorney what’s it going to cost to give 

you the memo that we’re interested in.   

Ken Williams:  Then I won’t be able to communicate back to you until May 5
th

.   

Linda Lindholm:  Correct.   

Ken Williams:  Okay.  So, you’re not interested in having anything by May 5
th

.   

Jack Bedell:  We have the April 21
st
 deadline.  It’s going to be a budget item we can know by 

then.   

Ken Williams:  Okay, so April?  

Jack Bedell:  April 21
st
 is the drop dead date.   

Ken Williams:  Okay, so… Again, I need more direction.  I’m getting a lot of exact message. 



Jack Bedell:  Can I just ask here, uh, and it’s related to this.  Are we paying him more than we 

thought we were going to have to pay him? 

Nina Boyd:  We have not paid him more than what you authorized.  We have only paid… 

Jack Bedell:  Are we expecting to pay him more than we authorized?  

Nina Boyd:  That is unclear.  We – I received a note that we needed to do a contract amendment 

and I requested the invoices for that because I haven’t seen anything and that’s just asking Renee 

– her staff.   And we don’t have the documents.  I don’t know if there was a call made.  I don’t 

know if we actually received an invoice. So we’re following up on that to find out so I can give 

the board that information as soon as I know more.   

Linda Lindholm:  Did we have a signed agreement with them?  That this is your five thousand 

dollars…? 

Nina Boyd:  No. 

Linda Lindholm: Oh… 

Nina Boyd:  No.  We didn’t do a retainer for the five thousand dollar amount.  Because when the 

board authorized – what they had sent us was the retainer that was open ended.  We said we can’t 

do that.  But we can pay you based on the invoice – they delivered the services you had 

authorized.  So we paid them based on that.  And so, there was no problem with that.  But in 

terms of now that you’re still having dialogue and where you go and don’t go is really – I think 

you know – they don’t have the protection of their document.   

Robert Hammond:  Nina?  So you’re saying that Renee does or does not have all the invoices 

right now?   

Nina Boyd:  She does not have – I’m saying her staff – that’s what I was just dialoging with her 

to try to get the information.   

Ken Williams:  Okay.  So that’s a separate issue I have to address.   

Nina Boyd:  Right.  We’ll get back to you later today or tomorrow.  As soon as we can confirm 

why that the contract amendment was requested -  you know, is there some documentation to 

support that?  Was it a phone call?  I just don’t have the information. 

Ken Williams:  Okay.  So, help me again, I need direction.  Um, Linda suggested more of an 

internal memo.  Client, attorney, internal memo.  Is that what you’re thinking may be the 

appropriate decision at this time? 

Linda Lindholm:  Yeah.  It still won’t be an internal memo because they are not threatening any 

litigation.  If we get a memo from it… 



Ken Williams:  Is still client attorney privilege, though. 

Multiple voices:  (inaudible) 

Ken Williams:  But you, you can make it public. 

David Boyd:  It would be subject to the public records requests. 

Linda Lindholm:  Yes, it would be, because we’re not doing this for – it’s not litigation.  So, the 

memo would be public.  And I’m okay with that. 

David Boyd:  (inaudible).  I mean, let’s find out what the counterarguments are.  I mean, I have 

no problem with that. 

Linda Lindholm:  Yeah, I’m okay with that. 

Ken Williams:  Okay, okay.  So… 

Linda Lindholm:  I’m absolutely okay with that. 

Ken Williams:  …make these public then. 

Linda Lindholm:  Yes, so whatever memo he sends back would be public and would be received 

by all five and everybody. 

Ken Williams:  Okay. 

Jack Bedell:  That’s important.  Everybody gets (inaudible). 

Linda Lindholm:  Yeah, we don’t have the information. 

Ken Williams:  So, now, how much are we willing to pay for this?  ‘Cause I aint gonna 

specifically say, look it, we approve X amount and you can’t go beyond X amount. 

Linda Lindholm:  Well, call him up and ask him.  You get ten minutes to call him up and ask 

him, say, how much will this opinion cost?  What is the bottom line? What will it cost?  Okay? 

Ken Williams:  Okay. 

Linda Lindholm:  And put that on the next agenda. 

Ken Williams:  Okay. 

Linda Lindholm:  And then tell us… 

Jack Bedell:  What are we saying with the budget, are we saying we’re gonna pay $10,000… 

Linda Lindholm:  No, we’re not gonna do that. 



Jack Bedell:  …then he’s gonna have a $10,000 memo.  If we say we’re paying fifty cents, he’s 

gonna have a fifty cent memo.  So, I mean I think that’s kind of like you go into a car dealer and 

say I’m willing to pay $30,000 for this Prius that just $22,000 sticker.  I think you gotta be 

careful. 

David Boyd:  Maybe, although I suspect they have billed to date much less than their standard 

billing rate, because they want a new client… 

Jack Bedell:  Future business. 

David Boyd:  …and there comes a time when all of a sudden, you know, that has to flip over – 

this has to be a profitable arrangement. 

Ken Williams:  Is that how you guys work? 

Robert Hammond:  Yes. 

Jack Bedell:  It’s like a doctor (inaudible) 

David Boyd:  I’m, I’m just an educator. 

Ken Williams:  But the doctor doesn’t make any money off of it. 

Linda Lindholm:  Alright. 

Ken Williams:  That’s an (inaudible), twenty years ago. 

Linda Lindholm:  So, we can move on from, okay, that you will – you have ten minutes, 

probably, to call him and say, okay, this – I need you to take this phone call at no charge… 

Ken Williams:  It’s what I once said. 

Linda Lindholm:  …and I want to know what a memo would cost… 

Ken Williams:  Okay. 

Linda Lindholm:  …and that’s all I want to know. 

David Boyd:  Yeah, say my board wants to know. 

Ken Williams:  And I’ll get back to you next meeting on that.  So, no, no action will be taken.  I 

will not direct, um, and it will be a public document.  Okay, is that the general consensus? 

Multiple voices:  (inaudible) 

Ken Williams:  Okay. 

Linda Lindholm:  Yeah. 



Jack Bedell:  And we’re gonna get all this other information as well. 

Linda Lindholm:  The bill. 

Ken Williams:  Oh, oh the bill.  Yeah, we’ll both – Nina and Renee and we’ll take care of that – 

(inaudible) this is all news to me. 

David Boyd:  (inaudible) they are paid on timely basis (inaudible) 

Jack Bedell:  This is the taxpayers’ money, right? 

Ken Williams:  Yes.  Of course.  Okay, uh, that’s the Executive Committee report.  Um, 

roundtable.  Linda? 

Linda Lindholm:  I think we’ve kind of covered the budget workshop study session under a 

different item, uh, maybe we would just want a – a thought on that is – maybe we wanna do it on 

an annual basis, but aside from that, I don’t want to add anything at this time. 

David Boyd:  Do you feel we should meet on that prior? 

Linda Lindholm:  I would love to meet with you prior to it, and if Renee would be willing and 

that way, we could say okay – I would be very amenable to that.  And that’s all. 

Ken Williams:  Very good.  Uh, we have next here an actuary study and I, I think that’s been sort 

of resolved and talked about.  I did talk about, with this issue, um, as the last Executive 

Committee with Jeff and as Jeff explained that this is a – the cost to implement Common Core is 

a part of any new standards adoption. 

Linda Lindholm:  Mmm-hmm. 

Ken Williams:  It’s part of the cost of doing it.  It’s part of the cost of doing business.  Um, the, 

um, the Santa Ana Unified School District’s, um, issue with the, um, the state board of mandates, 

uh, we’re gonna find out that issue, um, in the near future – I’m not sure when that will be.  Um, 

so, unless somebody comes up with some new information on what we can do, I would be open 

to that, um, but there really is nothing else more to report on that.  On the Memorial Day essay, 

um, I’m very happy to share with you that that is going forward.  It’s not been received – the real 

big, um, reception by the staff because it was just rolled out a few months ago, um – perhaps, 

Nina, you can share with the board what you shared with the Executive Committee? 

Nina Boyd:  Um, yes, we had, um, we have received, uh, 25 essays to date.  Um, unfortunately, 

because of the timing, uh, we were right in 

Nina Boyd:  …turn to the, uh, challenges of spring break, uh, along with, uh, testing, um, that 

starts – and so, the teachers commented back to us that it probably would be a great opportunity 

to do it in the fall as opposed to, um, in the spring, because it’s so close to Memorial Day, but I 



think for the first time, uh, for this to be within our program, it is an exceptional opportunity for 

students and they did embrace it.  Our judges will start going through, uh, the essays, uh, the first 

of next week, and so, by the May 5th board meeting, we’ll be able to report out, uh, first, second, 

and third place, um, in terms of the essays and provide those for the board for review.  And then 

you all can tell us in terms of, um, whether, what certificates along with the dollar amounts that 

we had talked about, and as of to date, we have received, uh, checks from, um, David Boyd and 

also, uh, from Ken with regards to supporting this for the students, so. 

Ken Williams:  So, if anybody wants to contribute to this – just a board related funding for the 

prizes, um, I’m throwing in $250, David’s throwing in $250, so – don’t feel obligated, but, um, 

it’s, it’s something that I think is going to be really – on an annual basis – a real special event, 

um, our good Trustee Boyd did talk about naming this after former Costa Mesa mayor and Pearl 

Harbor survivor, Jack Hammett, and I think that’s an excellent idea, um, to call this Jack 

Hammett Memorial Day essay contest, or something like that – is that kind of what you 

envisioned for that? 

David Boyd:  Sure. 

Ken Williams:  Okay.  Um, so, uh, next – just kind of as a update how the Memorial Day 

resolution – and we’ll probably have some, uh, veterans be here supporting that resolution and, 

um, hopefully – Nina, do you think we’ll have the results that we can actually give people this 

award that day?  Or, is that just… 

Nina Boyd:  Well, I don’t know in terms of… 

Ken Williams:  …too close? 

Nina Boyd:  We’ll have the – be able to publicly say who the awardees, I mean the recipients 

are.  The question is, whether they are in school that day, so whether they can come to the 

meeting or not to receive it, I don’t know. 

Ken Williams:  Okay. 

Nina Boyd:  So, that’s the piece that, um, you may want to recognize them at, you know, during 

the summer months or… 

Ken Williams:  Sure. 

Nina Boyd:  …or some other time. 

Jack Bedell:  June meeting, right? 

Nina Boyd:  Um, right.  I mean, so from that standpoint – we just need to – once we go through 

it and we know who we’re honoring – I mean, I don’t know if they are students that are 

graduating or if they are students that are – because it was open to high school students in the 



Alternative Ed program, so – and we did get, uh – I know there were some from community 

schools, uh, some from PCHS, and some from Sunburst. 

Ken Williams:  Oh good. 

Nina Boyd:  (inaudible) 

David Boyd: Would it be appropriate for our president to visit the (inaudible) and make an award 

in the classroom to the ultimate recipient? 

Nina Boyd:  Sure.  We could make arrangements for that to happen as well. 

Jack Bedell:  That’s nice. 

Ken Williams:  Yeah. 

Nina Boyd:  We have a number of options available in terms of, um, getting the recipients 

their… 

Ken Williams:  Yeah.  You know, I, I – this is one of those little pet projects we like to do and I 

feel very strongly about supporting our veterans and honoring Memorial Day and I want to thank 

the – my board, my colleagues – for their support of this.  Uh, it is new, uh, it’s unprecedented, 

um, it’s not been done.  It was sort of a brain child last year and, uh, we kind of rolled it out late, 

but better late than never, and it will be even better next year as we have even more student 

participation.  Um, that’s it for me.  David, you want to? 

David Boyd:  Yeah. Um, this is out of, based on my confusion on what, um, what was actually 

being requested – this had to do with a, an e-mail that Dr. Mijares sent, I believe, to all the board 

members, um, a couple of weeks ago, and I was somewhat confused and still am somewhat 

confused as to exactly what, if anything, the board is asking for in terms of access. 

Ken Williams:  Right.  So, let me kind of say a few words to begin part of it – conversation 

should remain private – um, no one asked for an after hours access, uh – I think the problem has 

been resolved, because the door is open.  Thank you very much. 

Linda Lindholm:  Well, I did have an issue. 

Ken Williams:  Oh, okay. 

Linda Lindholm:  I’m just used to, whenever I get on a board, to get a key to the building of 

offices that you use.  Not of anything else.  You know, everything else should be unlocked, uh, 

you know, all the documents, all the records… 

 



Linda Lindholm:  …but, I’m used to getting a key where you can go, if I wanted to come into 

this building, or – uh, one of the issues I had, and I did talk to our attorney Wenkart, is that I 

couldn’t get out of the conference room without asking permission, which I thought was kind of 

silly.  Uh, so I didn’t have a key or code to get out of that, so I did ask Superintendent Mijares if 

it would be okay to move, um, there’s a box over in that – in the conference room – I wouldn’t 

have to get the code – I would be able to come and go in a reasonable manner.  So, and I didn’t 

know if he was okay with that. 

Al Mijares:  Yeah, we are looking into that – the, uh, logistics of that, but that’s not a problem. 

Linda Lindholm:  Okay, so it’s – that would solve my major problem – well, I couldn’t get – I 

was with you, actually, I think – we couldn’t get out of the room. 

David Boyd:  No, no. 

Linda Lindholm:  We were trapped in there. 

David Boyd:  (inaudible).  Everybody’s happy for the time being. 

Al Mijares:  Yeah, the door that you had the access is the door that… 

Linda Lindholm:  Pardon? 

Al Mijares:  …the door you couldn’t – you could – you’re going out the other way. 

Linda Lindholm:  Well, I was gonna go out this way – my car was out… 

Al Mijares:  Right. 

Linda Lindholm:  Yeah, yeah.  And normally, I get a key to the building except for any HR, any 

personnel, any credit card, any documents – anything like that, I never want to go into and it’s, 

it’s – I should never have access to. 

David Boyd:  Are, are we talking about primary – primarily access to the Executive Committee 

to make, um, last-minute decision on, on the meeting day? 

Ken Williams:  I think the problem’s been resolved. 

David Boyd:  Okay. 

Ken Williams:  I don’t think we need more dialogue. 

David Boyd:  Okay. 

Linda Lindholm:  Okay. 



David Boyd:  I did notice that just as we come in from the parking lot, there’s that little meeting 

room that if there is an issue, perhaps that could be reserved on the day of the board meeting. 

Nina Boyd:  I don’t think that meeting room was an issue, and um, we frequently – if a board 

member calls us in advance and wants to, um, come in earlier, wants meeting space because of 

scheduling and so forth, then we find meeting space available for them in a conference room or 

an area that has a phone or whatever their resources that they need, so that’s not a problem. 

David Boyd:  Okay, great. 

Ken Williams:  Thank you for opening the door so I can drop off everything at your desk. 

Linda Lindholm:  I will reiterate that most boards get keys to the building – the rooms they need 

access to, uh, so I was a little surprised, but I think we’ve got it – we’re gonna fix that one.  So, 

I’m happy with that. 

Jack Bedell:  I don’t know where this is on the agenda, so I… 

Ken Williams:  Roundtable, sir. 

Jack Bedell: …okay, roundtable has to be listed as (inaudible).  Are we not coming up to our 

60th anniversary as a board? 

Nina Boyd:  Next year. 

Jack Bedell:  I would like to ask the Executive Committee to start thinking about what they 

would like to do to celebrate that 60th anniversary. 

Ken Williams:  Is that jubilee? 

Jack Bedell:  Mmmm, I don’t know. 

Ken Williams:  So what’s 60? 

Nina Boyd:  I’m not old enough to know. 

(laughter) 

David Boyd:  What about have two hour meetings? 

(laughter) 

Jack Bedell:  So, I would like – that would be one thing and, uh… 

Ken Williams:  There you go. 

Jack Bedell:  …that will suffice right now.  That will suffice right now. 



Ken Williams:  Okay.  Just a reminder of roundtable, um, we’ve somewhat deviated, um, as far 

as the documentation – anybody can put anything on the board agenda, as we know.  Roundtable 

is just meant to have spontaneous dialogue like we’re having right now.  So, it’s not listed – that 

doesn’t mean we can’t present or bring up anything.  I, I don’t want to ever restrict dialogue or 

conversation. 

David Boyd:  Is, is that really accurate though under the Brown Act? 

Linda Lindholm:  Yeah. 

David Boyd:  I thought you still had to have items that were going to be discussed, uh, 

somewhere on the agenda.  It could be very broad, and I could be wrong, it… 

Ron Wenkart:  It does say that you can make brief comments.  So, if it’s not listed, it should be a 

brief comment like, I attended the graduation at XYZ School. 

David Boyd:  Okay, but if we have a five minute discussion where all five board members are 

participating? 

Ron Wenkart:  That should be listed. 

David Boyd:  Okay. 

Linda Lindholm:  Depending if you take a vote. 

Ron Wenkart: Yeah. 

Ken Williams:  Mmm-hmm. 

Jack Bedell:  Did I – did we talk about – under association membership – did we skip an agenda 

item or did I sleep? 

Linda Lindholm: 

Jack Bedell:  No, I just (inaudible) very briefly… 

Linda Lindholm:  No, go ahead. 

Jack Bedell:  We attended the Nashville NSBA meeting, and there was some very interesting 

sessions, uh – Arianna Huffington bailed on us and we had Katie Couric.  No, we had Jane 

Pauley. 

David Boyd:  Jane Pauley. 

Jack Bedell:  And, uh, but I was gonna get more information for our Common Core folk, because 

it was – there was a very interesting – by the head of NSBA – National School Boards – the 

person who is in charge of Common Core was – it was an excellent, I thought it was an excellent 



session.  She did talk about something that got my attention and I’m gonna want to get more 

information and I will share it – with the math piece.  The math – if the kid is in IB or AP, the 

kid is gonna be alright in math.  If the kid is not in those two… 

Jack Bedell:  …top drawer categories because this is an average kid – the kid’s gonna have 

trouble with Common Core and math.  That is from the NSBA person.  So, I think that’s 

something we need to explore and I personally want to explore it.  Is that fair, David, the way she 

(inaudible)? 

David Boyd:  Yeah, in fact, I wasn’t joking when I said they, they gave a math example and I 

looked at that and I’m thinking, hmm, as a parent, how would I explain this to my kid?  And, you 

know, I didn’t get a quick answer (inaudible).  So, yeah, I mean, it is one of the great concerns 

of, of parents and I think they’re – they find themselves in a position that they’re unable to help 

their children as they have in the past.  Now, um… 

Jack Bedell:  And it goes back to conversations that we’ve had in terms of pipeline for STEM – 

pipeline for other areas.  Because I know when whole college of business - with 9,000 students – 

a couple years ago, they did this study and they found the single best predictor who became a 

sophomore in the university was the freshman GPA.  That’s not rocket science.  But the second 

best predictor in the college of business – again, with those thousands of students – was 

successfully completing Algebra II with a B or better. 

Linda Lindholm:  Hmm. 

Jack Bedell:  And if we mess with that, and that’s what’s gonna go here, then I think we need to 

– that’s something we need to – that’s something – if we do a position – if we do individual 

board member pieces to this report – that might be something I will address. 

Ken Williams:  Yeah, you want to address? 

Jack Bedell:  Yes. 

Ken Williams:  No, I think that would be reasonable. 

Linda Lindholm:  I’m joining with you on that. 

Jack Bedell:  Yeah. 

Ken Williams:  Yeah. 

David Boyd:   Now… 

Ken Williams:  Well, mine’s gonna be a little bit more than that. 

Jack Bedell:  No! 



Ken Williams:  Surprise, huh? 

Jack Bedell:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Ken Williams:  Okay.  Any other further discussion, uh, under roundtable? 

Robert Hammond:  Yes, sir. 

Ken Williams:  Yes, Robert. 

Robert Hammond:  Just real quick, um, I had a, uh, constituent, uh, send me – and would like 

some questions answered, so I’m just gonna pass this down to Penny, Nina – whatever – it deals 

with some of the SBAC stuff.  So… 

Ken Williams:  So, okay – this is just something you’re just doing under roundtable? 

Robert Hammond:  Right. 

Ken Williams:  It’s nothing formal for the board – it’s just, just for you? 

Robert Hammond:  Just for me. 

Ken Williams:  Okay. 

Jack Bedell:  And, I (inaudible) - sorry. 

Robert Hammond:  And then, um, somebody brought this on up – I, I handed this out, but 

somebody talked about this under comments about, you know, uh, one group is offering 13 and I 

didn’t know about the only 11 dollars for the grading and I – I have done grading before on tests 

using rubrics – whatever – and I had to be trained, um, and I didn’t want to do it again.  So, I, I 

am concerned about who is grading these Common Core tests, because as I’ve been speaking 

with some teachers and, uh, principals who said that it looks like these tests starting this year is 

gonna follow these kids around.  So, I’m concerned about, you know, if, if we’re gonna have 

people grading this who are not, I’ll say, properly trained, are we negatively impacting kids?  So, 

I just share this little handout – I’d like to try to get more information, uh, from that, and then, 

finally, I have a, um – I only have three things – woohoo.  My last thing is, I do have another 

constituent who would like to know about the pay raises that were given this last year, um, by the 

superintendent.  Is there any chance that the superintendent would consider giving back the pay 

raise?  So. I am done. 

Jack Bedell:  Mr. Chairman, I would like, again, the Executive Committee to discuss the amount 

of time and who staffs our board meetings, and the amount of time that the staff dedicates to this 

operation – the board in and of itself, relative to the amount of time that the staff has to do with 

programs.  In other words, I don’t understand the workload. 

Ken Williams:  That’s a good question – I, I totally agree… 



Jack Bedell:  I’m also interested to know if there’s been changes in that – if there’s decrease, 

increase – we’ve had changes in personnel, I think – what of the day work is board work, what of 

the day work is program work – and how is that reflected over the years? 

Ken Williams:  And I – that’s the same question that I had – I totally agree with it.  Um, Nina, 

maybe that could be something on our next – well, May 5 is rather soon – I know we’re 

overburdening you, maybe… 

Jack Bedell:  July?  June? 

Ken Williams:  June or July?  That we can address that?  Because I know, working very 

intimately with Nina and Penny, their workload has increased.  So, maybe… 

Jack Bedell:  I think we need to be – recognize when we individually ask for things for the board, 

that’s very different than a board sanctioned policy that (inaudible), and they are not our 

individual personal secretaries. 

Ken Williams:  Yeah, and let me just say thank you to, uh, Trustee Lindholm – our board 

minutes and packages and, Penny what you’ve done are incredible…they’re… 

Ken Williams:   …so beautiful – the amount of time (inaudible), I love it.  It, it, they’re… 

Penny Dunseth:  Darla did this one because I was on vacation. 

Ken Williams:  Okay, well Darla… 

Jack Bedell:  Again? 

Ken Williams:  …Darla, wherever she is.  Okay, so… 

Nina Boyd:  Um, can I just ask a question on the document that, uh, Robert, you just passed 

around – you said that was from a constituent, but there is no name for us to contact anyone, uh, 

to dialogue or to try to get… 

Robert Hammond:  They just wanted to send it to me to kind of remain anonymous.  Sorry. 

Nina Boyd:  Well, we’ll talk off-line then because…  

Robert Hammond:  That’s totally fine. 

Nina Boyd: …the questions on here we aren’t gonna be able to provide the information that 

they’re asking. 

Robert Hammond:  That’s fine.  I’m just… 

Nina Boyd:  No problem.  And then, also, while you were all on lunch break, a gentleman came 

in and brought a POW flag… 



Linda Lindholm:  Oh no. 

Nina Boyd: …his name was John Muller.  He said that he couldn’t stay for the meeting, but he 

was asked to present this to the board by Robert, so, uh, we have this and I’m not sure what you 

all want to do… 

Multiple voices:  (inaudible) 

Ken Williams:  Okay, which brings up another question – our flags are half-mast – why are they 

at half-mast? 

Robert Hammond:  For Lincoln. 

Penny Dunseth:  Lincoln. 

Ken Williams:  Lincoln’s death?  Okay. 

David Boyd:  No. 

Ken Williams:  And, just a question on this…I missed that… 

David Boyd:  Could be the Lakers. 

Ken Williams:  Oh… 

Robert Hammond:  They were dead a month ago. 

Ken Williams:  …okay. Uh, a question about the POW, um, obviously, I would be in favor of 

flying that over the Department.  Is there any legal ram – uh, issues we need to be aware of, to, to 

fly that? 

Nina Boyd:  I don’t know anything about the flag.  We’d have to have Ron research it. 

Ron Wenkart:  I could check but I believe (inaudible) the local U.S. flag and the California flag. 

Linda Lindholm:  I… 

Ken Williams:  Oh. 

Ron Wenkart:  But we’ll check (inaudible). 

Linda Lindholm:  Yeah, I think I’d actually talked to Robert Hammond – my one board member 

– on this… 

Robert Hammond:  Oh yeah. 

Linda Lindholm:  Uh, and the thought was to honor those brave men and women who have died.  

Um, perhaps on Memorial Day and Veterans Day – not fly it year-round – it confuses people if 



it’s year-round.  But, then we would have to put that on the agenda.  So, I didn’t get to hear him 

speak, I… 

Ken Williams:  I don’t know if we need to put it on an agenda – I, I think this is a good 

superintendent decision that he can make without us formally saying anything… 

Linda Lindholm:  Sure. 

Ken Williams:  …for Memorial Day and Veterans Day… 

Linda Lindholm:  Veterans Day – two days of the year. 

Ken Williams:  How do you feel about that? 

Al Mijares:  But fly what?  That particular flag? 

Nina Boyd:  POW – it’s a POW flag. 

Linda Lindholm:  POW flag. 

Al Mijares:  I personally would not have an issue with it, um, I do know that we do get requests 

to fly other flags for different reasons, so, you know, we don’t have a – it’s pretty much a 

discretionary matter, but there’s other nations that have asked can we fly flags?  This is the 

ubiquitous situation that we find ourselves in as Americans. 

Linda Lindholm:  Well, they (inaudible) the federal flag. 

Al Mijares:  I personally love (inaudible) 

Linda Lindholm:  …that’s the difference, is – it’s not… 

Al Mijares:  That flag, I don’t have an issue with. 

Linda Lindholm:  That’s not another country – that’s, that’s… 

Al Mijares:  But, we do get those requests… 

Linda Lindholm:  Yes, and that doesn’t (inaudible) 

Al Mijares:  …they haven’t surfaced up to your level yet, but they may someday, so. 

Linda Lindholm:  Yeah, well. 

Al Mijares:  But, yeah, I, I… 

Ken Williams:  Okay.  You wouldn’t have any problems… 

Al Mijares:  No, not with… 



Linda Lindholm:  Okay. 

Al Mijares:  No way. 

Ken Williams:  Because our next meeting will be Memorial Day, and… 

Linda Lindholm:   Oh, that would be wonderful. 

Ken Williams:  …there will be veterans here, so… 

Linda Lindholm:  So, that’s two days, but (inaudible) suggestion. 

Ken Williams:  Very good.  Anything else?  Okay.  Motion, uh, to… 

Jack Bedell:  So moved. 

Ken Williams: …stop and… 

Jack Bedell:  Adjourn. 

Ken Williams: …end this meeting and adjourn us?  So moved.  Second? 

Linda Lindholm:  Yes. 

Ken Williams:  Okay, Trustee Lindholm said second, and we’re done. 

Linda Lindholm:  You actually don’t need a motion for adjournment? 

Ken Williams:  Oh, you don’t? 

Linda Lindholm:  No. 

 

 


